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INTRO DUCTION
The Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc. (CAL) under the joint
sponsorship and technical cognizance of Mr. O. H. Vaughan, Aerospace
Environment Division, Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama,
NASA, and Mr. Murray H. Schefer, Naval Air Systems Command,. Department
of the Navy, Washington, D. C., has been performing an investigation of
warm fog properties and fog modification concepts. Earlier investigations
performed by CAL under NASA sponsorship were aimed at developing a
practical method for improving visibility in natural fog. As a result of
these studies, which included the development of physical and dynamic
models for describing important fog properties, a concept evolved for
modifying natural fogs with sized hygroscopic materials.
Field experiments designed to test the seeding concept were success-
fully performed during the summers of t968 and _969 (Kocmond and Eadie,
i969; Kocmond et al., i97i) in Elmira, NY. It was clear from these tests,
however, that natural fog formation and dissipation were complicated processes
and that far more detailed measurements were needed to adequately describe
the natural fog life cycle. With this goal in mind, emphasis during the
following year was placed on acquiring measurements in the field that would
help describe the microphysical and dynamic properties of fog. Pursuit of
this goal resulted in one of the most complete and extensive investigations
of valley fog behavior to date (Pilig et al., i972). Information was gathered
relative to visibility in fog, micrometeorological data including low level
temperature and dew point structure, dew deposition and evaporation rates,
wind speed and direction, and radiation. Microphysics data were acquired
through the fog life cycle and cloud nucleus concentrations were measured at
several altitudes from an aircraft prior to fog formation. These data were
used to interpret important fog formation processes including the role of dew
in the formation of fog and the evolution of drop-size distributions.
One of the important facets of fog that was not adequately answered,
however, il_volved an understanding of the influence of cloud nucleus type
and concer: ra_Aon on the microphysical features of fog. Although natural as
well as m_-made particulates are known to serve as condensation sites for
the formation of fog, very little information has been made available on how
common fc_:_, types differ in relatively polluted and clean environments,
re spective _.v.
In an attempt to gain a better understanding of the role of pollutants
on fog microstructure and to obtain observations in coastal fog, preliminary
life cycle studies were performed at Vandenberg and Los Angeles, California
during the late summer and fall of 1971. Field investigations were con-
ducted during the periods 10 September through 2 October at Vandenberg
Air Force Base and 25 October through 20 November at the Los Angeles
International Airport. Measurements were obtained in seven fogs and
one dehse haze (visibility 4-6 kin) during the three-week period at Vandenberg.
Of the fogs which were observed at Vandenberg, three were advection fogs,
two were radiation fogs, one was a frontal fog, and one was a radiation-valley
fog. At Los Angeles, observations were made in the two radiation fogs and
the two dense haze (visibility 5-10 kin) situations which occurred during the
four-week field trip.
Advection fog was the most common fog type occurring in the vicinity
of the Vandenberg coastal site. At the Los Angeles coastal site, however,
only radiation fog was observed. The physical and dynamic characteristics
of the coastal advection fog differed markedly from that of both the coastal
radiation fog of Los Angeles and a coastal radiation fog which formed at
Vandenberg. Further, the physical characteristics of radiation fog forming
at the two sites also varied substantially. These data are summarized in
Chapter II and discussed in detail in Chapter III.
Observations were also obtained in a valley fog which occurred near
the Vandenberg coastal site. Data acquired in that fog are compared in
Chapter III with similar data obtained in Elmira.
Data were also acquired in dense haze at both Los Angeles and
Vandenberg during periods in which visibility degraded to between 4 and
t0 kin. Visibility restriction was due to the presence of drops of up to
20 _tm radius. These data are discussed in Chapter III.
Daily measurements of cloud and haze nucleus concentration as well
as occasional areal surveys provided useful support data that was
instrumental in the interpretation of visibility and liquid water content
data. Observations of haze and cloud nucleus concentration as a function
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of distance inland (downwind) from the Pacific Ocean are discussed within
the text and compared with similar data obtained on the Pacific coast of
Washington. These data are presented in Chapter III.
two-dimensional numerical model was developed to investigate
the formation of advection fogs and their dissipation by natural and artificial
heating. The model incorporates several features of an earlier one-
dimensional radiation fog model {Pilid et al., i972) developed at CAL. The
physical and mathematical foundations of the advection fog model and results
of preliminary numerical experiments with the model are presented in
Chapter IV'. The basic capabilities and characteristics of the model are
demonstrated in the formation and dissipation of warm-air advection fog.
Recommendations are presented for future numerical modeling research
which builds upon the initial model development in the present study.
Documentation of the computer program for the model is provided in
Appendix A.
II. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS
The primary objectives of the field investigations were (i) to per-
form a study of the life cycle of coastal advection fogs forming in the
vicinity of Vandenberg Air Force Base and Los Angeles, California;
and (Z) to compare characteristics of fog formed in a clean environment
{Vandenberg) with that of fogs formed in a relatively polluted region
{Los Angeles). Instrumentation was installed at several locations on the
grounds of Vandenberg Air Force Base and the Los Angeles International
Airport. Existing towers of approximately 35 m height were instrumented,
and primary data acquisition sites were located within several kilometers
of the Pacific shoreline.
Measurements were obtained in a total of three coastal advection
fogs and one radiation fog at Vandenberg during the period i0 September
through 2 October 1971. At Los Angeles, data were acquired in the only
two fogs (radiation type) which occurred during the 25 October to
20 November 1971 field trip. In addition, data were obtained in one brief
frontal fog, a valley fog, and a dense haze (visibility, 4-6 kin) which
occurred at Vandenberg and in two dense haze (visibility 5-I0 kin) situations
occurring at Los Angeles.
Continuous measurements of temperature at five levels between
the surface and _35 m, dew point at four levels, and wind speed and
direction at two levels were obtained during each occurrence of fog.
Vertical wind velocity was measured at _35 m and visibility was measured
between _.0 and 32 m. At the surface, visibility was continuously
measured at three sites and dew deposition was monitored only at the
primary data acquisition site. Nucleus concentrations were measured
several times nightly; once fog had formed, measurements of drop-size
distribution and liquid water content (LWC) were obtained at intervals
varying from several minutes to several hours.
Haze nucleus * concentration at 97, 99, and t00% RH, cloud nucleus
concentration at 0.3 and t. 0%S and Aitken (total particulate) nucleus concen-
tration were measured on a daily basis. The nucleus populations at the two
west coast sites differed markedly. The data have been averaged and are
compared in Table I with similar data acquired near Elmira, NY.
Table I
Comparison of Average Nucleus Concentrations (cm -3)
Measured at Three Locations
Haze Nuclei Cloud Nuclei Aitken
97% 99% 100%iRH 0.3%S t.0%S Nuclei
Elmira ...... 900 3300 2. I x t04
Vandenberg 25 35 40 250 630 0.3 x t04
Los Angeles 3t0 370 580 1800 2800 2.9 x t04
In Los Angeles, data were obtained about 0.7 km from the ocean at a
site upwind (west) of the Los Angeles International Airport. The Vandenberg
data were obtained approximately t.4 km inland from the ocean shore-
line. The Elmira data were acquired at the Chemung County Airport
located at the center of the valley floor. The high nucleus concentrations
observed at Elmira can be attributed to pollutants (industrial, vehicle
traffic, air traffic, etc.) trapped by a nocturnal inversion which often
occurred within the valley on clear nights.
As expected, the lowest nucleus concentrations were measured at
Vandenberg. These values are typical of those found in unpolluted coastal
regions. At Los Angeles, however, in addition to predictably high concen-
trations of Aitken nuclei, there are large concentrations of particulates which
serve as extremely effective condensation sites (i. e., haze nuclei which form
solution droplets at relative humidities of 95% and lower). These nuclei
are probably of mixed origin, occurring as a result of man-made and natural
Hygroscopic nuclei which deliquesce and grow to -_t _m radius at relative
humidities near t00%.
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processes, including the formation of abundant photochemical aerosols in the
Los Angeles Basin.
Fogs formed in environments of differing nucleus populations such
as those observed at Elmira, Vandenberg and Los Angeles were found to
exhibit different microphysical characteristics. The observed differences
in characteristics of these fogs, however, were not completely attributable
to the observed differences in nucleus populations. The effects of nucleus
activation spectra on microphysical characteristics of the fog were in many
cases masked by differing fog formation mechanisms which prevailed during
the periods of observation at each site. Nevertheless, some significant
effects were discerned.
The Los Angeles fog was a true radiation fog formed under clear
skies. The Elmira valley fog was also a radiation fog but actual fog forma-
tion was stimulated by nocturnal valley circulations on cloudless nights.
The coastal advection fog of Vandenberg, on the other hand, was an aged,
low lying stratus cloud of considerable depth.
Fog microphysics data were obtained in fogs typical of those which
form at each of the sites. Average data, acquired during the uniformly
dense (visibility< 0.5 km) and mature stage of these fogs are compared in
Table II. As shown by the data, the largest drops, lowest LWC, and greatest
minimum visibilities were observed in Vandenberg advection fogs.
Table II
Comparison of Average Microphysical Characteristics
of Dense Fogs Occurring at Three Locations
Site
Elmira
{Valley Fog)
Vandenber g
(Advection Fog)
Los Angeles
{Radiation Fog)
Typical
Measured
Mode Drop Size
Rad. Range
(_m) (rad-_m)
1.5-3.0 I. 5-30
6.0-I0
6.0-10 I. 5-I00
Avg. Max. Avg. Min.
LWC LWC Vsby.
(rag m-3) (mg m-3) (m)
100 210 200-600
80 120 400-I000
(< _.0) < 1.0-30
6:.o- o -
_70 310 40-200
Most drop-size distributions measured in Vandenberg advection fog were
found to have significant concentrations of drops of up to 100 _m radius.
These large drops were observed in the form of a continuous light drizzle
which persisted throughout the life cycle of the fog.
The advection fogs at Vandenberg form offshore and, under appro-
priate synoptic conditions, the normal sea breeze advects the fog inland
before natural dissipation occurs. In our study, the appearance of fog at
the surface was usually preceded (by several hours} by cloud cover. The
cloud layer was frequently dense enough to reduce radiational cooling and
prevent dew formation. As a result, surface temperature and dew point
temperature remained warmer than temperatures aloft. Vertical temperature
profiles ranged from isothermal to superadiabatic but, typically, were
approximately adiabatic. No changes in the vertical temperature distri-
bution or absolute temperature were observed at the times of fog occurrence.
The presence of advection fog at the instrumented sites was closely
correlated with low level (i0-30 m} wind direction. During these episodes
of advection fog, a shift to easterly (offshore} winds was followed by
improvements in visibility. Onshore winds prevailed during periods of low
visibility.
At Los Angeles, radiation fogs (as shown in Table II} were character-
ized by extremely low visibilities, high liquid water contents, and small
droplets. Drop-size distributions measured in the Los Angeles radiation
fogs were relatively narrow and sharply peaked. The distributions were
further distinguishedby the presence of high concentrations of micron size
droplets. These droplets were formed on the abundant hygroscopic haze
nuclei that were present in the Los Angeles area.
During the two occurrences of radiation fog, haze nucleus concen-
trations were found to be a factor of two greater than the average. Haze
-3
nucleus concentrations at t00% RH prior to fog were i200-t300 cm .
Calculations indicate that such concentrations of micron size droplets could
reduce visibility to several hundred meters. It is likely, therefore, that a
significant fraction of the visibility restriction observed in the Los Angeles
fogs was attributable to the presence of high concentrations of these hygro-
scopic particulates.
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The Los Angeles fogs formed under clear skies and hence radiational
cooling produced substantial dew deposition. Prior to fog formation, low
level inversions of up to 3.5°C/t00 m were observed in the lowest 30 m.
In both cases, fog was advected over the observation site by light easterly
winds. After fog covered the region, the vertical temperature structure
became superadiabatic. This superadiabatic lapse rate remained relatively
constant until after sunrise when fog dissipation occurred. Similar changes
in vertical temperature distribution accompanied the formation of radiation
fog at Vandenberg, and these two sets of observations are in agreement with
observations reported previously for valley fog in Elmira, NY.
III. FIELD INVESTIGATIONS
A. FIELD SITES AND INSTRUMENTATION
In order to compare the physical characteristics of fogs formed in a
relatively clean environment with those of fogs formed in a polluted region,
two field sites were chosen for this study. Vandenberg, California, which
has a high incidence of advection fog was selected for its clean maritime
environment. Los Angeles, California {peak fog season, October-December)
was the choice for measurements in fog formed in a polluted environment:
i. The Vandenberg Field Site
The field installation at Vandenberg, illustrated in Figure I, was
designed primarily for measurements at B0 m, 60 m, and I05 m (MSL)
elevations on the gentle coastal slopes that characterize the coastal region
approximately eight kilometers north of Point Arguello. The primary
experimental site, recorded as the Tower site, was established at
PLC-A where a 32 m high tower was made available to us by the Air Force.
This installation, located approximately one kilometer inland at 60 m MSL,
included the instrumentation listed in Table III.
On Surface
G. E. small particle counter
(Aitken nuclei)
Thermal diffusion chamber
(cloud nuclei)
Haze chamber {haze nuclei)
Table III
Instrumentation
Gelman high volume sampler {LWC)
Dew plate
Temperature sensor (on ground)
Transmissometer (1.2 m level)
Drop sampler (i. Z m level)
On Tower
Temperature sensors
{I, 3, 10, 37 m levels)
Dewpoint sensors
(i, 3, 10, 3g m levels)
Anemometers and wind vanes
(10 and 32 m levels)
Vertical anemometer {37 m level)
Drop sampler {25 m level)
Slant range transmissometer
{I to 30 m)
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Additional transmissometers were located at the t. Z ±0.2 m level at the
two secondary sites: one located near Building 980 (Surf), 0.75 km inland
at 35 m MSL; and the second located near Building 900 (Hilltop), three
kilomete_rs inland at i05 m elevation. The drop sampler and Gelman were
occasionally transported to secondary sites for specific observations.
Temperature, dew point, horizontal and vertical wind and visibility
were recorded continuously throughout the field program. Measurements
of drop size, drop concentration, liquid water content, cloud and haze
nucleus concentration and dew deposition were obtained at varying intervals
before, during,, and after episodes of fog.
2. The Los Angeles Field Site
The Lo's Angeles field site was located on the grounds of Los Angeles
International Airport adjacent to the Pacific Ocean as shown schematically in
Figure 2. Our principal data acquisition site was the ASDE radar tower
{Tower site), which is approximately 43 m high and located about 2.5 km
inland from the shoreline at the center of the airport between the active
runways. At this location, we placed temperature and dew sensors at
I, 5, II, and 38 m, wind vanes and anemometers at 5 and 38 m, a slant
range transmissometer {I-38 m) and a transmissometer for measuring
horizontal visibility at the surface. Average surface elevation for the
airport and the ASDE Tower site is approximately 38 m MSL.
Two additional transmissometers were located off the west end of
the runways approximately I. 8 krn apart and each approximately 0.7 km
from the shoreline. These protected sites {VOR and Localizer) provided
good spatial distribution for visibility measurements and convenient
locations for acquiring surface data in fog. The VOR site was situated at
58 m MSL atop a large sand dune which runs parallel {_ 0.7 km inland) to the
shoreline for several tens of kilometers. The Localizer site was located on
the inland side of and near the base of the dune at approximately 30 m MSL.
Because of the proximity of buildings, air and vehicular traffic,
and asphalt pavement surrounding the ASDE tower site, surface observations
were generally made at the VOIR site. Except for surface temperature, which
11
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was measured at the ASDE location, all the surface-based instrumentation
described previously for use at Vandenberg was utilized at the VOR site in
Los Angeles.
3. Description of Field Instrumentation
• Transmissometers
Visibility data were acquired from CAL-designed transmissometers
located at three sites at each location as indicated in Figures t and 2.
The transmissometers were operated over 30 m path lengths at a height
of t. 2 m above the surface. Each instrument was adjusted in situ to provide
a measured transmitter beam width of less than t °. Maximum overall error
in the measurement of received light intensity was estimated to be ±5%, with
the greatest limitation being imposed by the accuracy of the recorder (±t%
full scale) at the lowest visibilities. This error is negligible in the low
visibility region; e.g., at t000 ft visibility, an error of ±5% in the measure-
ment of received light produces an error of only ±t00 ft in visibility. To
minimize error due to drift in the transmissometers, a reference signal
was generated by inserting a prism into the transmitted beam to reflect a
fixed fraction of the transmitted light into a second phototube mounted in the
transmitter. The reference phototube was operated from the same power
supply as the receiver and its output was passed through the receiver
electronics. Reference signals were recorded for 20-second intervals
every three minutes.
Continuously recorded transmissometer data were converted to
meteorological visibility V in the standard manner. That is,
Z = _r e (I)0
,_.912
/ = _ (2)
where _r and _-o are observed light intensities at the receiver after
transmission through the turbid and clear media respectively, ;_ is the
transmission path length (30 m in this case) and ,8 is the extinction
coefficient. Conversions were made at discrete times determined by changes
in transmission characteristics or to coincide with the acquisition of drop
sample s.
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• Wind Speed and Direction Instrumentation
The primary measurements of wind speed and direction were made
at two levels at the Tower sites (t0 and 32 m at Van; 5 and 38 m at LAX)
using Packard Bell W/S t00 (B series) wind systems. Factory performance
-t
characteristics for the anemometers in these systems are 0.25 m sec
-1
threshold speed and 0. t m sec accuracy. Quoted characteristics for the
-t
wind vanes are 0.35 m sec threshold and an accuracy of _3 °. The vanes
were field adjusted to +t0 ° relative to true north using a transit with an
integral compass.
• Low Level Temperature Instrumentation
Low level temperature data were acquired at five levels from the
surface to approximately 35 m during the two field programs. These data
#
consisted of continuous recordings of temperature using a Foxboro system.
On several occasions during the field programs, the Foxboro system
was calibrated against the secondary standard thermometers. The cali-
brations were performed in fog and on cloudy days by temporarily mounting
the secondary standards at each resistance probe level and comparing
manually observed temperature with the strip chart recordings. After
appropriate fixed corrections were applied to the records, agreement was
within 0.2°C(absolute)and within 0. t°C (relative) for a single resistance
probe over periods of hours. In general, therefore, we estimate that all
relative temperatures are good to +0.2°C on a given day.
• Low Level Dew Point Instrumentation
Dew point was measured at the same levels as was temperature
(except for the surface measurement) and recorded continuously using a
$$
Foxboro dew point measuring system.
Dyatherm Resistance Bulb Model DB-21B-226W and Recorder Model ERB.
Model 270t RG Dynalog Dewcel Element and associated electronics with
ERB 6 Multipoint Recorder.
t4
The Foxboro system was factory-calibrated. Perhaps the best
indication of the absolute accuracy of this system rests in the extensive
observations of Elmira valley fog (Pill4 et al., 197Z}. These observations
showed that the mean difference between indicated temperature and indicated
dew point at the time of fog formation was 0.3°C for the eleven cases
available. In eleven cases studied, the maximum indicated difference was
i.0°C and in all other cases the difference was less than 0.0°C. For
reasons that are not clear, the difference between 7" and 7-d observed
in Vandenberg and in LAX at the time of fog formation was consistently
0.7°C. While no instrumentation problems can be found, we suspect that
a drift occurred in this Foxboro system between 1970 and 1971. Purely on
the basis of internal consistency of the data, it appears that the dew points
are accurate to d-i.0°C in an absolute sense and probably better relative
to one another.
• Vertical Wind Instrumentation
Vertical wind velocity and direction were measured with a lightweight
propeller anemometer mounted in the vertical position at approximately
35 m above the surface at the Tower sites in both Los Angeles and
Vandenberg. These data were recorded continuously from the time of
arrival of the field crew until after fog dissipation.
• Drop-Size Measurement Instrumentation
Measurements of drop-size distribution were obtained using a
modified Bausch and Lomb slide projector to expose gelatin-coated slides
to a Stream of foggy air. In operation, droplets in the air stream were
impacted on the treated slides to leave permanent, well-defined "replicas"
that could be accurately measured under a microscope. Previous work
had established that true droplet diameter is very nearly equal to one-half
the diameter of the crater-like impressions left in the gelatin.
Gill Model No. Z7100
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The apparatus used at the Tower site and operated at the same level
as the transmissometer (i.e., 1.2 m) was designed to permit control of
exposure time from less than 0.I sec to periods of several minutes and
selection of air stream velocity (by a speed control on the blower motor)
-i
between I0 and 70 m sec To provide for greater accuracy in applying
collection efficiency corrections, air velocity was measured for each
exposure of the four millimeter wide slides.
Reduction of drop-size data was performed manually from photo-
micrographs obtained with a phase contrast microscope. Where possible,
a minimum of 200 droplets was measured for each distribution. In some
cases with very low droplet concentration, all replicas on the slide were
measured directly through the microscope.
Inspection of the drop-size distribution data obtained during the
Elmira investigation suggests that droplets smatter than I _m radius could
not be detected in the field even though smaller droplets can be detected in
the laboratory. The principal known sources of error in these measurements
are statistical in nature and imposed by the time required to measure larger
numbers of replicas for each distribution. These errors are particularly
important for small droplet sizes (<3 _m radius) where the number of
replicated droplets is limited by small collection efficiencies and consequently
collection efficiency corrections are large (Langmuir and Blodgett, 1946).
Similar problems occur for large drop sizes where natural concentrations
are small. A second type of statistical error is due to the lack of
"representativeness" of the sample. A fog that occupies many cubic
kilometers is often characterized by a few tens of samples, each contain-
ing the droplets from five to ten cubic centimeters.
White exposure time for a given sample is controllable, short
exposure times (<0.5 sec) are not reproducible to within a factor of about
three from slide to slide. Therefore, normalized drop-size distribution
data can be obtained directly; but it is not feasible to obtain direct measure-
ments of drop concentration from the droplet samples. Drop concentrations
were obtained by combining the normalized distributions obtained at the
16
surface (1.2 m) with simultaneous measurements of extinction'coefficient
obtained from the tower transmissometer (at the t. 2 m level _30 m away)
according to the following expression:
where N (r) is the normalized distribution and _ is the concentration.
• Liquid Water Content Instrumentation
Liquid water content data were acquired by integrating the absolute
drop-size distribution ( w = _//j_ _ _'(_) _J ) for each drop sample
_'=_
and occasionally (5 to 10 times/fog) by direct measurement using a Gelman*
3
high volume sampler for mechanical collection of the water from 8 m
of fog. Cellulose filters were used in the Gelman so that liquid water was
absorbed into the fibers. To minimize the error due to absorption of water
vapor from the humid atmosphere by the cellulose, the filters were
moistened by collection of water and vapor from 2 m 3 of fog prior to the
first weight measurement. The increase in weight after exposure to an
additional 8 m 3 of fog was used to determine LWC. It was found in the
Elmira studies that simultaneous measurements of LWC by the two methods
-3
in general, agree to within ±40 mg m (Pill4 et al., i9?Z). Variability
appeared to be random and associated in part with the fact that Gelman data
were obtained from an average of 8 m 3 of fog acquired over a seven-minute
interval while the drop-size distributions were acquired from a few cubic
centimeters of fog collected essentially instantaneously.
In the present investigation, the Gelman data indicated consistently
larger LWC than computed values at Vandenberg and consistently smaller
LWC than computed values at LAX. These deviations are quite adequately
explained by additional measurements made at both sites and are discussed
in detail later in this chapter.
GelmanModel No. 16003
i7
• Cloud and Haze Nucleus Instrumentation
The CAL thermal gradient diffusion chamber has been used for
making measurements of cloud nuclei since about December t964. The
basic design of the chamber is patterned after that of Langsdorf (t936),
Wieland (t956), and also Twomey (t963). In brief, the unit consists of
a cylindrical plexiglass chamber with upper and lower water reservoirs,
a collimated light beam to illuminate a small volume within the chamber,
and a Polaroid camera for photographing droplets that have formed on conden-
sation nuclei.
During operation, water vapor diffuses from the warmer upper sur-
face to the lower reservoir, with the chamber supersaturation being a known
function of temperature difference between the two reservoirs. A series of
ten thermocouples (five on each surface) is used to measure z_7" . When
the desired supersaturation has been achieved, an air sample containing
nuclei to be investigated is drawn into the chamber at a continuous rate for
several seconds. The air sample is allowed to reside in the supersaturated
environment where, in a few seconds, droplet growth proceeds on the most
active condensation nuclei. The growing droplets are illuminated by a
200 watt Osram lamp and photographed at 90 ° to the light beam moments
before sedimentation begins. The concentration of active nuclei can be
estimated from the photographs by counting the point images per unit area
of photograph.
The haze chamber is of a similar design but employs saturated
solutions of KNO 3 in place of the water. By varying the temperature gradient
within the chamber, relative humidity can be controlled between 95 and t00%.
Hygroscopic nuclei which deliquesce and enlarge to Hi. 0 _m radius and
larger at these humidities are illuminated by the intense ribbon of light
and photographed. This instrument, which does not exist elsewhere in the
United States, provides essential information on the relative activity of
aerosols in terms of producing haze size droplets at humidities near
saturation. The data acquired on this program demonstrate that use of
instrumentation of this type is essential to the complete understanding of
fog characteristics.
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B. ADVECTION FOG
i. Fog Formation Characteristics
The three advection fogs that were observed at Vandenberg are
considered typical of the predominant fog type of that region. No advection
fogs were observed in Los Angeles. The advection fog of greatest duration
occurred on t5 and i6 September i97t and persisted for nearly 3t hours.
The two other advection fogs formed in the early morning hours on
t8 September and 20 September and lasted for tt and seven hours,
re spe ctive ly.
• Synoptic Situation
The weather pattern for the period 15-20 September i97i was typical
for the Southern California area in the fall. The eastern edge of the
eastern Pacific subtropical high was located over the coastal shoreline.
At the surface, the normal thermal low extended through central California
providing a weak pressure gradient field along the coast. Under these
conditions, the surface wind direction near Vandenberg depends primarily
on the sea breeze circulation with the onshore winds supported by the
larger scale pressure gradient.
On the i5-i6th, the subtropical high was ridged over the area and
the surface thermal low was well-developed in northern California. These
conditions permitted a westerly onshore flow. On the i8th and 20th, the
subtropical high had shifted westward and the ridge aloft was replaced by a
weak trough. At the surface, the thermal low center had shifted southeastward,
and the surface pressure pattern was conducive to north-northwesterly
onshore flow in the vicinity of Vandenberg. Thus, the onset and persistence
of advection fogs which occurred at Vandenberg in September i97i were
related to large-scale surface and upper air flow patterns.
• Visibility Characteristics
Horizontal visibility was measured at three sites from CAL-designed
30 m baseline transmissometers. A fourth transmissometer was oriented
vertically on the 30 m tower in order to provide measurements of visibility
19
in th_ lowest 30 m of fog. This instrument was put into operation prior
to the fog of t8 September.
The visibility data obtained during the advection fogs of t5-16, t8,
and 20 September are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
The figures are organized such that visibilities measured at each of four
elevations on the coastal slopes are shown in order of descending altitude.
Note from the visibility records the nonuniform patchy nature of the fogs.
Except for measurements recorded at the Hilltop site, visibility was rarely
<500 m. At the Hilltop site, visibility occasionally dropped to about 300 m.
These data also show that during the three advection fogs visibility
generally degraded first,and visibility restriction was always most severe,
at higher elevations. Note that the fogs were most dense at the Hilltop site
(t05 m MSL), of lesser density between 60 and 90 m (vertical visibility),
and even less dense near the surface (60 m MSL) at the Tower site.
Transmissometer observations of visibility at the Surf site (35 m MSL)
in the fogs of t8 and 20 September show that fog was least dense at that
site. At that lower level, visibilities remained greater (by a factor of
approximately two) than that measured at the Tower site in each of the
advection fogs for which data were available.
2. Micrometeorological Data
• Low Level Winds
Wind speed and direction were recorded continuously prior to,
during, and after the three occurrences of advection fog observed at
Vandenberg. These data have been reduced to ten-minute averages for
each half-hour interval. Wind speed was measured to the nearest 0.5 m sec
and wind direction was read to the nearest ten degrees.
-t
With the 30 m baseline, the least count of the transmissometers was such
that visibility in excess of about 4500 m was not distinguishable from infinity.
The dashed portions of the curves simply indicate that visibility exceeded
that value.
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The wind data for the advection fogs of 15-16• 18, and 20 September
are presented in Figures 6, 7, and 8, respectively. Note from the data that
winds during these three advection fogs were light and variable. Wind speed
typically ranged from one to three meters per second• and occasional
periods of calm were recorded. Because of the very low wind speeds•
wind direction was highly variable at times.
A comparison of the visibility records (Figures 3, 4, and 5) and
wind data obtained during episodes of advection fog reveals a consistent
correlation between wind direction and the presence of fog at the Tower
site. During periods of fog• wind speeds were generally greatest
(i.e.• _3 m sec -I) and wind directions were typically onshore (i.e., 210 °
to 360 ° true).
The correlation of wind with the advent of fog is particularly evident
from the records of 15-16 September and 18 September. Note, for example,
that as wind speed increased and wind direction shifted from northeast to
southwest (onshore) at both 0000 and 0600 on 15 September and from north-
east to northwest (onshore) at 0000 and 0500 on 18 September, fog appeared
at the Tower site one-half to one hour afterwards. An increase in wind
speed and a shift in direction from northeast to northwest is also apparent
prior to the appearance of fog (at the Tower site) on 20 September.
Fog dissipation was also correlated with low level wind direction.
Note• for example, that the disappearance of fog at the Tower site at 0430
on 15 September• 0800 on 16 September, 0400 on 18 September, and 0600
on 20 September was preceded in each case by a wind shift. The exception
to this correlation occurred during fog dissipation at mid-morning on
18 September. Undoubtedly (as will be shown in the next subsection),
surface warming during mid-morning hours contributed to,or was wholly
responsible for,final fog dissipation on both 16 and 20 September as well
as on 18 September.
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• Low Level Temperature and Dew Point Data
Temperature and dew point data obtained during the three occurrences
of advection fog are shown in Figures 9, 10, and ll. The data represent
ten-minute averages of temperature and dew point taken at half-hour
intervals. Several consistent features of the low level temperature structure
are evident from these data. Note the striking similarities between the
temperature records and the rather uniform vertical temperature structure
for the three occurrences of advection fog.
Lapse conditions prevailed between the surface and 32 m throughout
the pre- to post-fog periods in the three Vandenberg advection fogs. Surface
temperature remained warmer than air temperature and the 32 m temperature
remained colder than that at lower levels. Superadiabatic lapse rates of
-l
2-3°C m were Common in the lowest one meter. Between 1.0 and 10.0 m
the vertical temperature structure was, within the accuracy of the measure-
ment, essentially isothermal; however, in the region between 10 and 32 m,
superadiabatic lapse rates of 1.5°C to 3.5°C per I00 m were type.cal.
Surface and lower level temperatures remained warmer than higher
level temperatures throughout pre- to post-fog period. The warm surface
temperatures indicate that, for several hours prior to the appearance of
fog at the surface, radiational cooling at the surface was substantially
reduced or prevented,most likely by stratus aloft. Thus, radiational cooling
probably did not contribute appreciably to formation of the observed advec-
tion fogs. This observation was further substantiated by the fact that dew
did not form on nights when advection fog occurred. Note also that at the
times when fog appeared, no change was observed in the vertical tempera-
ture structure while visibility gradually degraded downward from higher levels
(Hilltop) to lower (Tower base) levels.
As shown by Figure 9, significant radiational cooling under clear
skies preceded the appearance of fog at the Tower site on t5 September.
While this cooling certainly helped establish low level conditions in which
fog could exist, it does not appear to have been the primary cause of the
occurrence of fog. As seen in Figures 3 and 6, fog'had appeared at the
Hilltop first at 01_0 and then at the surface Tower site in response to low
level wind shifts.
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Increased surface warming during early and mid-morning hours
apparently contributed substantially to final fog dissipation in all cases.
While it has been shown that these advection fogs appeared and disappeared
in response to synoptic scale features and low level wind direction, it is
also apparent that surface visibility began to improve in response to surface
warming after sunrise. Warm surface temperatures during episodes of
advection fog no doubt contributed to increased vertical mixing, evaporation
of fog droplets nearest the surface, and subsequent improvement of surface
visibility.
Typically, dew point remained constant throughout the pre- to post-
fog periods. The vertical profiles of dew point temperature exhibited features
similar to those of temperature. The dew point profile ranged from isothermal
to an average lapse of about 1.5°Cper 100 m in the lowest 32 m. Long-term
(I-6 hrs) fluctuations of the order of l-2°C were observed but appeared to be
independent of temperature or the occurrence of fog.
• Vertical Wind Data
The vertical wind anemometer was not installed until after the fog
of 15-16 September. However, complete records of vertical wind velocity
and direction were obtained during the advection fogs which occurred on
18 and 20 September. These data indicate that during periods of onshore
(up slope) wind, persistent upward motion prevailed on the coastal slopes
of Vandenberg. Before sunrise, these peak upward velocities were most
intense when horizontal wind speed was at a maximum. For example,
between 0000 and 0300 on 18 September,when horizontal winds were from
-l -_
350 ° (onshore) at 2. 5 m sec , average vertical wind speed was +0.2 m sec
-I
and frequent gusts to ÷0.5 m sec were recorded. Later, when horizontal
winds had subsided and shifted to the northeast, vertical velocity also sub-
sided to a mean of approximately zero. During the hour prior to sunrise
(approximately 0700), vertical gustiness increased without altering the
mean. Several hours after sunrise, peak up- and downdraft velocities in
-l
excess of I. 2 m sec were recorded.
32
Vertical wind data obtained during the fog of 20 September exhibit
similar trends. Between 0t00 and 0430 when surface winds were steady
-1)(g.5 m sec and onshore (340 ° to 360°), nearly continuous upward motions
-1
of approximately 0.34 m sec were observed. Peak updraft velocities
-1
frequently exceeded t.0 m sec Again, during periods of light offshore
-t
wind vertical velocities subsided to less than t0.0 cm sec After sun-
-t
rise, peak up- and downdraft velocities in excess of t. 5 m sec were
observed.
3. Microphysical Characteristics of Advection Fog
Manual measurements of fog microphysics were obtained at varying
intervals throughout the life cycIes of the three advection fogs which
occurred at Vandenberg during the field program. Attempts were made to
measure drop-size distribution, drop concentration, LWC and nucleus
concentration at intervals varying from several minutes to several hours.
Evaporation of fog at the lowest levels because of warm surface ternpera-
tures occasionally prevented data acquisition at desirably frequent intervals.
• Drop-size Distributions
Observations indicate that a continuous light drizzle (drops up to
100 _m radius) frequently accompanies the advection fogs at Vandenberg.
An attempt was made to measure drizzle precipitation rates with the dew
deposition instrument. Although drizzle was observed to be more or less
continuous during advection fog, measurements were recorded only between
2000 and 2400 on t5 September and between 0045 and 0300 on 20 September.
-2 -1
Measured precipitation rates ranged from 39 to 88 g m hr
2 -2 -t
(averaging 56 g m- hr -i over the period) on 15 September to i3 g m hr
on 20 September. The presence of these lai,ge drizzle drops (radius > 20 pro)
was due in part to the presence of large sea-salt nuclei and also to the fact
that the Vandenberg advection fog is generally a low-lying, aged stratus
cloud of considerable depth (i.e., >200 m), thus increasing the [ik,_lihood
of droplet coalescence.
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Because of the extremely low concentrations of drizzle drops
{typically, 50-I00 1-l) relative to that of droplets of less than 20 }m radius
{typically 10-20 cm-3}, normal sampling procedures {i.e., with the drop
sampler) were not adequate for measurement of the drizzle portion of the
drop-size distribution. An attempt was made to measure the drizzle {fallout}
drop-size distribution by means of gelatin-coated slides located in the
vicinity of the drop sampler. Although drizzle was observed to be more
or less continuous during episodes of advection fog, the qualitative nature
of these fallout measurements did not warrant a regular sampling procedure.
These data',_, along with the drop-size distributions obtained with the drop
sampler, are presented in normalized form for the fogs of 15-16, 18 and 20
September in Figures IZ, 13 and 14, respectively.
While usable data were not obtained frequently enough to reveal life
cycle variations, the drop-size distributions are remarkably consistent
between fogs. The typical advection fog drop-size distribution is rather
broad but consistently peaked at a radius between 4-I0 &m; approximately
60-70% of the drops were in that size range. The one distinguishing
characteristic of the Vandenberg advection fog drop population is the tail
{produced by the drizzle drops) which frequently extends the drop-size
distribution to 80 &m radius and beyond.
• Liquid Water Content
The presence of drizzle was found to be a major influence on fog
LWC. While the concentrations of drizzle drops {radius >20 _m) were
typically only 0.1 - 1.0% of the total, the drizzle accounted for a significant
portion of the fog LWC. Direct comparisons of LWC in drizzle, as computed
from fallout slides, with total LWC obtained with the high volume sampler
are possible in a few cases only. Invariably, these compalisons indicate
that 50-75% of the total water is contained in droplets with radius exceeding
Drizzle drop-size distributions were obtained by counting all drops
(> 20 _m) in a given area on a slide, applying appropriate terminal velocity
corrections to each size category and normalizing.
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A COMPARISON OF LIQUID WATER CONTENT MEASUREMENTS MADE WITH
A HIGH VOLUME SAMPLER AND SIMULTANEOUS VALUES OBTAINED BY
INTEGRATING THE ABSOLUTE DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION
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20 _m. In Figure i5, the data obtained with the high volume sampler
are compared with LWC computed from the measured drop size distribution.
In examination of Figure i5, the reader should recall that the initial-°
step in computation of LWC is the determination of absolute drop concen-
tration from the expression:
2 r/ Z ,,iCe)r,.
i=0
where _ (¢_i)is the fraction of drops with radius =
t
The denominator may be rewritten as
277 (r,.) r. "i r,.
e /.=20
For the purposes of this illustration, suppose that the droplets of
< 20 _tm are all of _ = 8 &m and are i00 times more abundant than
the drops of r" > 20 p.m. Let the larger droplets be uniformly of r = 40 _m.
The relative contribution of the two terms in the denominator would then be
4:i. If, in the computation, the larger drops are neglected, the computed
drop concentration would be too large by about 20%.
The computation of liquid water content would then proceed using
the expression:
z c- 4/Jrr,, "i r.% :c ,,z
£.=zo
By neglecting the larger drops and using the value of n which is
20% too large, the estimate of liquid water content will be a factor of two
smaller than the actual value.
The computations presented in Figure i5 are closely approximated
by the illustration presented above. Note that the computed values for
Vandenberg fogs are uniformly 30 to 50% of the values obtained simul-
taneously from the high volume sampler. We believe from this analysis
that LWC obtained with the Gelman at Vandenberg are more nearly correct
than the computed values; however, more data are needed before the ques-
tion can be completely settled.
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Perhaps the most important result of this analysis is in demon-
strating the importance of making duplicate measurements of fog character-
istics using different techniques. With the present state-of-the-art of
measuring microphysical properties of fog, it is necessary to intercompare
measured quantities to resolve difficulties and misunderstandings that may
arise from the use of a single technique.
• Nucleus Concentrations
Observations of nucleus concentration were obtained during and after
the advection fogs which occurred at Vandenberg. Generally, these measure-
ments were made during periods of north to northwest onshore winds.
-3
Typical Aitken nucleus concentrations ranged from t000 to 2000 cm ; at
-3
1%S, cloud nucleus concentration varied from 400 to 800 cm ; and at
-3
0.3%S, nucleus concentration was t50 to 250 cm . Measurements made
after fog dissipation revealed nucleus concentrations similar to those
observed in fog.
4. Discussion and Summary
A review of the synoptic, micrometeorological and microphysical
features of the three advection fogs which occurred in the latter half of
September t97t revealed a rather consistent pattern of fog occurrence and
persistence. The Vandenberg advection fog is an aged, low-lying stratus
cloud that forms offshore under environmental conditions (determined by
both atmospheric stability and water temperature) unique to the region.
During appropriate synoptic conditions, normal land- and sea-breeze
effects are enhanced, and fog can be advected onto shore areas. The advent
of advection fog at the instrumented sites on t5, 18, and 20 September was
clearly in response to low-level wind shifts to onshore.
Visibility measurements obtained at a number of altitudes above sea
level showed that fog always appeared first and visibility was always mini-
mum at higher levels. Afterwards, visibility gradually degraded
progressively downward to lower levels. These observations indicate that
the leading edge of the "fog front" sloped upward in the downwind (onshore)
4O
direction. Apparently, greater wind speeds at higher levels, unstable
atmospheric conditions, and warm surface temperatures contributed to this
chain of events.
When the stratus existed aloft prior to the formation of fog at the
surface, the thermal structure in the lowest 30 m of the atmosphere prior
to and during the advent of fog remained relatively unchanged. When clear
skies existed before fog formation, the thermal structure changed in much
the same way as observed in valley fogs. Surface temperatures were
consistently warmer than temperatures aloft during periods of fog. Prior
to sunrise, the unstable conditions combined with onshore upslope winds"
producing steady updrafts {at 32 m above the surface at the Tower site)
-I
averaging approximately 0.2 m sec and occasionally gusting to over
-I
0.5 m sec . After sunrise, peak up- and downdrafts were in excess of
-i
t. 5 m sec .
Similarly, fog microphysics exhibited features characteristic of
aged stratus clouds occurring in maritime atmospheres. Low concen-
trations of extremely effective sea-salt nuclei gave rise to droplet popu-
lations consisting of a few relatively large droplets. The drop-size
distribution was typified by a broad range of drop sizes with peak concen-
trations at 4 to I0 _m radius. The advection fog drop-size spectra were
further distinguished by the presence of drizzle size (up to 100 _m radius)
drops. The presence of a continuous light drizzle was observed throughout
the life cycle of the advection fog and is indicative of an aged fog of con-
siderable depth.
G. RADIATION FOG
i. Fog Formation Characteristics
A total of five radiation fogs were observed during the field trips to
Vandenberg and Los Angeles: three at Vandenberg and two at Los Angeles.
The radiation fogs at Vandenberg occurred on 19, 23, and 29 September and
persisted for 7.5, 0.4, and 3.5 hours, respectively. At Los Angeles,
radiation fogs formed on 5 and 9 November. The fog of 5 November was
of 3.5 hours duration, and the fog of 9 November persisted for nearly
14 hours.
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The Vandenberg radiation fogs of 23 and 29 September are not
discussed in this section. The fog of 23 September was a shallow ground
fog which persisted at the Hilltop site for Ni.5 hr. A wind shift advected
a small patch of fog over the Tower site just prior to dissipation at _0400.
Only a minimum of data was obtained during the brief (i0-20 min) encounter
with this fog.
The fog of 29 September formed and persisted only in a valley some
distar:ce from the Tower site; thus, micrometeorological data obtained at
the Tower do not specifically apply to fog formation analyses. Fog micro-
physics data obtained in the fog of 29 September are discussed in a following
section.
• Synoptic Situation
Because the radiation fogs observed at the two sites occurred at
different times of the year, description of the synoptic situation necessarily
falls into two parts. The basic flow pattern for the September period was
described in Part B of this section. The detailed weather conditions during
the radiation fog of 19 September were these: Aloft, the weak trough present
on the 18th and Z0thwas temporarily replaced on the 19th by a migratory
ridge. At the surface, this upper air ridge caused a pronounced weakening
of the thermal low in central California and high pressure ridging westward
from the plateau region of California. Consequently, the large-scale pres-
sure pattern was favorable for the light easterly, offshore winds which
precluded the occurrence of advection fog and provided conditions favorable
for radiation fog formation.
In early November 1971, the Los Angeles area was under the influ-
ence of a variety of winter season weather patterns associated with the
southern edge of westerly flow aloft. These weather patterns consisted of
migratory troughs and ridges as well as an occasional cutoff low and pole-
ward intrusion of the subtropical high. The fog of 5 November occurred
during a period of transition from an intruding subtropical ridge to a cutoff
low. During this transition, the surface pressure field evolved from a
well-developed north-south pressure gradient associated with a strong surface
4Z
high located under a ridge aloft to a weak pressure field found under a
developing closed low aloft. This weak surface pressure field provided the
large-scale environment for the formation of radiation fog at Los Angeles on
5 Novernber i97i.
On the 9th, the Los Angeles area was under the influence of a
migratory ridge aloft. As this ridge moved eastward, the surface pres-
sure gradient weakened and the area was sandwiched between developing
high pressure to the east and the subtropical high pressure cell off the
coast. The resulting conditions were favorable for formation of the radi-
ation fog of 9 November i97i.
• Visibility Characteristics
The visibility records for the radiation fogs on i9 September at
Vandenberg and 5 and 9 November at Los Angeles are shown in Figures i6,
i7, and i8, respectively. Again, visibility records from varying altitudes
at the two field locations are organized in descending order in the figures.
Unlike that of the previously discussed advection fogs, visibility in these
three radiation fogs was at times quite uniform and very low. Visibility
restrictions of <200 m for periods of several hours were common in all
three fogs. The most dense fogs were observed in Los Angeles. During
the fog of 9 November, for example, visibility (Figure i8) was restricted
to <i00 m for a large portion of the fog lifetime and often degraded to
<50 m for substantial periods.
Fog density in each of these three radiation fogs exhibited little
consistent correlation with surface elevation. Note from the figures that,
typically, visibility was relatively uniform from site to site. However, at
Los Angeles, fog density was somewhat less severe and fog (in the lowest
38 m) duration was shorter at the Tower site than the other LAX sites.
This was probably due to the "heat island" effect of the extensive asphalt
parking lots which surround the ASDE tower. The heat island effect was
particularly evident from the visibility records for the fog of 9 November.
While this fog appeared almost at the same time at each of the three sites,
complete dissipation at mid-morning occurred only at the Tower site.
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Further, dissipation was most pronounced at the surface. Visibility im-
proved, but fog never completely dissipated at the VOR and Localizer sites.
The visibility records for the radiation fog of i9 September at
Vandenberg show that fog was consistently most dense at the Hilltop and
Surf sites. Surf site was located on the southwest side of a small valley
(oriented northwest-southeast) and Hilltop site was situated on top of the
southwest ridge. The data suggest that this fog was initially a widespread
radiation fog which formed to a depth much greater than that of the valley.
Later, changing conditions caused partial dissipation of fog at the Tower
but trapped fog in the valley. Fog generation continued in the valley and
predominantly easterly winds advected the fog over the Tower site.
Z. Micrometeorological Data
• Low Level Winds
Wind speed and direction were monitored continuously throughout
the pre- to post-fog periods for the three occurrences of radiation fog.
The data obtained and analyzed at half-hour intervals are shown in
Figures 19, 20, and Zl for the fogs of 19 September and 5 and 9 November,
respectively. As can be seen from the figures, winds were typically light
-i)(i to 3 m sec and easterly during each of the radiation fogs at both
Los Angeles and Vandenberg.
While the radiation fogs did not form at the primary data acqui-
sition sites but rather were advected to these locations by prevailing
winds, a comparison of wind data in Figures 19, Z0 and 21 with visibility
data in Figures 16, 17 and 18 reveals little correlation between wind and
the occurrence of fog. For at least two hours prior to the onset of each
of these fogs, wind direction did not vary by more than ±g0 ° from the
direction prevalent after fog formation. Similarly, although winds were
shifting during the dissipation of the 19 September fog, the tower site re-
mained downwind of the valley where fog was forming. Fog dissipation on
19 September was probably not related to the shifting wind. A change in
wind direction between 0300 and 0500, however, appeared partially responsible
for improvements in visibility which occurred at all sites during that period.
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• Low Level Temperature and Dew Point Data
The low level temperature and dew point profiles for the three radi-
ation fogs exhibited features similar to patterns observed by Pilid et al.
(i972) in the study of radiation-valley fog at Elmira. Temperature and
dew point data for the fogs of i9 September, 5 and 9 November are pre-
sented in Figures 22, 23, and 24, respectively. As shown by the data,
prior to each of the radiation fogs, a low level inversion formed by 0000
and persisted with minor fluctuations in intensity until fog formed. In
general, the inversion was most intense at the lowest levels.
Cooling occurred at all levels (up to approximately 30 m) throughout
the early morning hours prior to fog formation. Typically, at approximately
one-half hour before the onset of fog, temperatures in the lowest levels
began to increase slowly while temperatures at higher levels (t0 m and
above} continued to decrease. While the magnitude of the temperature
changes and the heights at which they occurred varied from fog to fog, the
trend was consistent and indicated the formation of a fog layer aloft. The
fog layer prevented further surface cooling, but radiational heat loss from
the top of the layer allowed additional cooling at that level. Subsequent
instability caused mixing and cooling of lower levels.
After fog formation, temperatures remained constant or began to
increase slowly. At sunrise, surface temperature followed by those at
higher levels began to increase rapidly, ultimately causing fog dissipation
at about mid-morning.
Radiational cooling caused substantial dew deposition prior to the
formation of each of the radiation fogs. Total dew deposition was well in
-2
excess of 300 g m by the time of fog formation. Dew deposition
behavior was similar to that observed in Elmira. That is, dew deposition
stopped at the time of fog formation; total dew weight remained constant
until about sunrise, and then evaporation of dew commenced.
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Each of these fogs occurred under complicated micrometeorological
situations, and the temperature profiles exhibited a number of departures
from the general trends discussed previously. Note, for example, from
Figure t6 that while the fog of i9 September was uniformly persistent at
two widely spaced sites (Hilltop and Surf), fog at the Tower site (midway
both vertically and horizontally between the other two sites) appeared in
three distinct patches. The temperature and dew point records obtained
at the Tower site also reflect those events. As shown in Figure 22,
during the period of patchy fog (0330 to 0530), cooling continued in the
lowest 3 m where fog was most persistent (Figure i6). At i0 m and above,
however, substantial warming occurred at about the same time winds began
shifting. Winds ultimately shifted nearly i00 ° from east to south-southwest
and then back to east during the patchy fog period. It seems likely that a
lowering of a higher level inversion caused the observed warming and wind
shift and was responsible for the dissipation of fog at the Tower during that
period. At the same time, fog was trapped in the valley. As the inversion
lifted and winds shifted back to east, foggy conditions were again advected
over the Tower site.
The Surf site which is located at the mouth of the Santa Ynez Valley
and the Hilltop site which is located on top of the southwest ridge of the
valley were almost continuously in dense fog. Visibility data obtained at the
Vandenberg air field (9 km to the north) showed that equally dense fog
formed there at nearly the same time as at the other sites. The trend of
events which occurred on i9 September suggests that fog formation was
initially widespread. Later, when the inversion lowered_ fog was being
formed only in the Santa Ynez Valley (northeast of the Tower) and advected
over the Hilltop site toward the Tower site.
Meteorological conditions were somewhat less complicated during
the Los Angeles radiation fogs. Visual observation positively confirmed
that the Los Angeles radiation fog of 5 November advected from an east-
southeast direction over the Tower. The visibility records support that
observation. Note from Figure i7 that fog was first observed aloft at the
VOR site, next at the Tower site, and finally at the Localizer site (farthest
55
downwind). From Figures t7, 20, and 23, representing visibility, wind
and temperature, it can be seen that while radiational cooling was occurring
at all levels below 38 m, steady winds advected fog and somewhat cooler
air over the site. Once radiational cooling was substantially reduced by
the fog cover, heat conduction from the ground to the air apparently caused
air temperatures within the fog to increase. Further heating after sunrise
led to eventual fog dissipation.
The fog of 9 November at Los Angeles must also have formed and
advected over the Tower site in a manner similar to that of 5 November.
Note from Figures t8, 21, and 24 that with light but steady easterly winds,
fog appeared aloft at the VOR site, next at the Tower site, and finally at the
Localizer site (the farthest downwind site). As the fog gradually advected
into and thickened over the region, air temperature continued to decrease
at higher levels. Upper level cooling continued until the time of the first
visibility minimum. Lower level (i.e., < t0 m) temperatures remained
constant for about an hour after fog formation and then decreased slightly
from 0600 to 0700 LST.
Warming at all levels commenced at approximately 0700 and partial
fog dissipation followed soon afterward at the centrally located Tower site.
An increase in wind speed and a shift in direction to westerly beginning at
about 0800 brought in cooler moist air off the ocean and allowed fog to
persist at the Tower until t000. Warming by the sun was apparently
responsible for dissipation of the second patch of fog at the Tower site.
As indicated by the visibility records for the VOR and Localizer
sites in Figure 18, complete fog dissipation occurred only at the center of
the airport, probably due to heating of the surrounding asphalt. Air
temperature at the Tower increased by as much as 4°C during the afternoon.
Continued advection of cooler air by westerly winds, however, overcame
surface heating by about noon and air temperature began to decrease. By
about t500, air temperature and dew point converged and fog lowered to the
surface at the Tower site. Warming at low levels commencing at about
t730 apparently caused final fog dissipation by t800.
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3. Microphysical Characteristics of Radiation Fog
• Drop-size Distributions
Drop-size distributions acquired in the radiation fogs of ig-September,
5 November and 9 November are presented in Figures 25, 26, and 27,
respectively. Compared to the drop-size distributions obtained in
Vandenberg advection fogs (shown in Figures i2, i3, and i4), drop
spectra observed in the radiation fogs are quite narrow. While the
greatest percentage of droplets were observed within the same size
range (i.e., 4-i0 _m) for both fog types, the _._ry large drizzle drops
were not present in the radiation fog.
The size distributions of fully activat _og droplets found in
radiation fogs at Vandenberg and Los Angeles were quite similar. How-
ever, measurements in Los Angeles made with the haze chamber revealed
the presence of significant concentrations of enlarged nuclei (solution
droplets that are not fully activated under ambient conditions). These
nuclei which exist in concentrations of approximately i250 cm -3 in
Los Angeles fogs enlarge to radii > t _m _t i00% relative humidity),
which is the minimum detectable size in the chamber. In the super-
saturated ambient atmosphere, the solution droplets must be even larger.
Since the droplets were not detected in natural fog, however, their maxi-
mum radius must have been smaller than the Z _m cutoff of the gelatin
sampler.
The complete drop-size distribution at Los Angeles must have
consisted of the distributions illustrated in Figures 26 and 27 plus a
-3 .
spike extending to over i000 cm in the i to 2 _m radius increment.
This spike is important for several reasons. First, droplets in this
size class contributed significantly to the visibility restriction experienced
on 5 and 9 November. Depending on their actual size distribution, the
visibility restriction due to the solution droplets alone (i. e., without the
fully activated fog droplets) was computed to be between 500 and 130 m.
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Second, the presence of high concentrations of solution droplets
carries important implications when considering fog modification programs
in polluted regions such as the Los Angeles Basin. Most realistic modification
efforts are directed at either altering drop sizes or lowering relative
humidities to slightly less than 100% (i. e., 95-99%), thereby causing
evaporation of fog. If visibilities are already restricted to 130-500 m
by the high concentrations of hygroscopic particulates that exist at
relative humidities < I00%, then modification efforts might be fruitless.
The detection of the solution droplets with the haze chamber was
particularly important to the data analysis on this program. In an earlier
discussion, we explained how the large drizzle droplets observed
in Vandenberg affected the LWC estimate based on drop-size distribution
and transmissometer data. Referring back to Figure 15, it is immediately
apparent that similar estimates made with Los Angeles data indicate
liquid water contents that are roughly twice the values measured directly
with the Gelman high volume sampler. The explanation of this discrepancy
rests in the fact that the solution droplets caused a significant visibility
reduction, and consequently were detected by the transmissometer but
were not detected by the droplet sampler. While the LWC in these
extremely small droplets was negligible, the calculation ascribed the
visibility reduction caused by them to larger droplets. Hence, the
concentration of larger droplets, and therefore the total liquid water
content, was overestimated.
This discussion again illustrates the importance of measuring haze
nucleus concentrations in fog studies, particularly in polluted areas. A
review of the data acquired in the relatively clean environments of Vandenberg
and Elmira shows that in both cases the contribution of haze to visibility
restriction was negligible.
• Liquid Water Content
Manual observations of LWC were obtained at infrequent intervals
since we normally compute LWC from drop-size distributions and
visibility data. As previously discussed, computations of LWC were not
as reliable as in previous studies because of the large number of small
6t
drops that were not sampled but which contributed to reduced visibility.
-3
The few measurements that were obtained revealed LWC of t00-t50 mg m ,
-3 -3 .
t00-200 mg m , and t50-300 mg m xn the radiation fogs of t9 September,
5 and 9 November. The data points suggest trends similar to those observed
in the Elmira valley fog. For example, LWC increased to a maximum during
the first 0.5-t.0 hour after fog formation. By the time of the first visibility
minimum, LWC had decreased somewhat and leveled off to a more or less
constant value. Near the end of the fog life cycle, LWC began to decrease
rapidly until final fog dissipation. In view of the large number of haze
size droplets occurring in Los Angeles fogs (and probably in most fogs
occurring in polluted environments), it is recommended that in future
life cycle studies greater reliance be placed on the manual observations
of LWC.
• Nucleus Concentrations
Only a few measurements of haze nucleus concentration were made
during the fog of t9 September and no observations were obtained (due
to instrument malfunction} in the fog of 5 November. Aitken and cloud
nucleus (at 0.3%S) concentrations measured at Vandenberg in the fog
-3 -3
of t9 September were 2500 cm and 280 cm , respectively. These
values are among the lowest that we have observed in any natural atmosphere.
During the fog of 9 November at Los Angeles, extensive observations
of nucleus concentration were obtained. Nearly continuous measurements
of Aitken nucleus and haze (at 95% RH) nucleus concentrations were made
throughout the pre- to post-fog interval as well as occasional observations
of nucleus concentrations at intermediate values. These observations
were made at the VOR site; the data are presented in Figure 28. From
the figure, it can be seen that Aitken nucleus concentrations ranged from
-3
104 to 3 x i04 cm ; cloud nucleus concentrations at t.0 and 0.3%S
averaged 3 × t03 and t. 6 x i03 -3cm , respectively; and haze nucleus
concentrations at t00% and 95% RH averaged 1.2 x 103 and 0.4 x t03
-3
cm , respectively.
It is evident from the figure that fluctuations in nucleus concen-
trations were not random. A comparison of data in Figure 28 with the
visibility record shown in Figure t8 reveals an interesting correlation of
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nucleus concentration with the occurrence of fog on 9 November. Note
that measurements made shortly after fog formation at 0430 show that
both Aitken and haze nucleus concentrations decreased by approximately
50%. The loss of these particulates was most likely due to scavenging
by fog droplets. The magnitude of this loss due to scavenging was in
good agreement with that observed in recent laboratory experiments
(Mack and Katz, t97t; Kocmond et al., t972) performed at CAL.
Data were not obtained as frequently later in the day, and corre-
lations are therefore not as easily recognized. The dramatic increase
inAitken nucleus concentration shortly after 0630, however, was probably
due to increased vehicular traffic and photochemical production of aerosol
after sunrise at 0630. Changes in aerosol concentration after 0800 are
largely responses to local conditions and cannot be isolated. The very
high Aitken concentrations after 1600 are probably the result of evening
rush hour traffic. A large increase in the haze nucleus concentration
would not necessarily be expected since most particulates formed by
combustion processes are in the Aitken size range (i.e., _0.1 _m).
4. Discussion and Summary
We have stated that the radiation fogs observed during this investi-
gation at Los Angeles and Vandenberg did not form at the measurement
sites. Rather, these fogs formed elsewhere at inland locations and were
advected to the instrumented sites by light but steady easterly winds.
These fogs formed und, er clear skies which allowed substantial radiational
cooling and dew formation at the surface. Constant fluctuations in vertical
motion provided sufficient mixing to cool the air in at least the lowest 30 m.
As the fogs were advected over the instrumented sites, radiational cooling
was reduced and air temperatures began to rise probably as a result of
heat conduction from the ground. After sunrise, increased surface
warming was ultimately responsible for final fog dissipation.
Microphysical characteristics of radiation fog were found to be
quite different from those observed in advection fog. Drop-size distri-
butions measured in radiation fog were narrow and sharply peaked. Drizzle
sized drops were not observed in the radiation fogs.
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Significant differences were also found between the complete
drop-size spectra observed in radiation fogs formed at Vandenberg
and Los Angeles. High concentrations of hygroscopic nuclei that
enlarged to i to 2 _m radius solution droplets at relative humidities
near i00% were measured at Los Angeles. These high concentrations
of solution droplets were responsible for a significant portion of the
observed visibility restriction in the Los Angeles fogs.
D. RADIATION-VALLEY FOG
On one occasion during the Vandenberg field trip, a fog formed
only in the Santa Ynez River Valley which separates North and South
Vandenberg. The valley is approximately 3 km wide and 300 m deep.
The coastal valley fog, which formed on 29 September i97i prior to
0530 and persisted until after 0830, filled the valley and spilled over the
southwest ridge. Visibility was typically 300 m and LWC averaged
-3
l l0 mg m
The radiation-valley fog formed under conditions similar to those
observed in previous investigations near Elmira, NY. Clear skies
allowed substantial radiational cooling and subsequent heavy dew deposition.
Winds observed at the Tower site were light and easterly and caused some
advection of the fog over the Hilltop site located on the southwest ridge
of the valley. Dense fog was also observed at the Surf site which was
16rated at the mouth of the valley near the coastline.
Nucleus concentrations were measured at the Tower prior to fog
formation. These measurements revealed extremely low (but typical of
-3
the region) nucleus concentrations. Aitken nuclei averaged 3000 crn ;
-3 -3
cloud nuclei at 3.0 and 0.3%Swere 770 cm and 250 cm , respectively;
-3
and haze nucleus concentrations were 30 and 20 cm at 300 and 96% relative
humidity. (Typical nucleus concentrations observed in Elmira fogs were
greater by approximately a factor of four.)
Average drop-size distributions obtained near Elmira, NY are
compared in Figure 29 with those obtained in the Vandenberg valley fog.
Data from the Vandenberg fog shown in the figure were acquired by
sampling the fog at various levels along an access road that leads from
the valley floor to the ridge top. The drop-size distributions were obtained
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at fog base, at the mid-level, and at fog top (100 m). Data shown for
the Elmira fog were acquired by aircraft. The Elmira data represent
the averages for seven valley fogs observed during the late summer of
1970. Note the striking similarities in the shapes of the drop-size
distributions at each level for the two fogs and the remarkable difference
in drop sizes.
Additional drop-size measurements obtained at other times and
locations in the coastal valley fog exhibited similar differences from
that of the inland valley fog. Apparently, differences in the population
of cloud nuclei at these two sites were responsible for the observed
differences in drop sizes.
E. DENSE HAZE
t. Formation Characteristics
During the field trips to Vandenberg and Los Angeles, data were
also obtained during occurrences of what we have called "dense haze. "
These nighttime occurrences were typified by visibility restrictions of
the order of 4 to 10 km and the presence of measurable concentrations
of relatively large droplets. A total of three dense haze situations were
observed: one at Vandenberg on t October and two at Los Angeles on
6 and 7 November 197!.
• Synoptic Situation
The weather pattern on I October was dominated by weak northerly
flow aloft around a closed low situated over Utah. The attendant clear
skies and weak pressure field at the surface allowed sufficient radiational
cooling to cause convergence of temperature and dew point and droplet
growth on sea-salt nuclei at high humidities. Visibility restriction was
estimated at 4 to 6 km. Substantial drying at all levels which began at
about 0430 caused a decrease in relative humidity to approximately t0%
by 0700, thus preventing formation of radiation fog.
6?
In the context of the synoptic discussion for the radiation fog
cases of early November at Los Angeles, the weather pattern during
the period 6-7 November was controlled by the aforementioned closed
low. The extent of the influence of this system on the formation of
haze rather than fog cannot be determined. It seems likely, however,
Z
that except during Santa Ana and other low humidity situations, haze is
a common occurrence in the Los Angeles Basin. The formation of low
level (i.e., _I00-300 m) cloud cover {observed on both nights) probably
was responsible for limiting radiational heat loss and prevented cooling
to the dew point temperature. Instead, relative humidity increased only
to about 90%; this was sufficient, it appears, to cause deliquescence and
growth of the most effective nuclei. Visibility restriction due to the
presence of these enlarged haze particles was estimated at 5 to 10 km
during both occurrences.
2. Micrometeorological Data
The haze of I October at Vandenberg was accompanied by moderate
{4-6 m sec -I) northerly winds while the haze situations of 6 and 7 November
at Los Angeles occurred with light (0.5-Z.0 m sec -I) easterly and westerly
winds, respectively. The haze of i October occurred under clear skies and
subsequent radiational cooling. As a result, temperature in the lowest
10 m gradually decreased throughout the night. Aloft (30 m), however,
temperature slowly increased during the period. Dew point temperature
at all levels gradually decreased until about 0430. At that time, dew
point began to decrease rapidly, ultimately reaching approximately Z°C
(RH_ 10%).
Radiational cooling was responsible for substantial dew deposition
on the morning of i October. Dew deposition rates were observed to be
about twice that measured in Elmira. These rates averaged approxi-
-2 -I
mutely 40 g m hr until 0600. At 0600, total dew deposition had
-Z
reached 350 g m ; but the dramatic decrease in relative humidity after
that time caused rapid evaporation of dew.
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The dense haze occurrences observed at Los Angeles formed
under entirely different micrometeorological conditions. Easterly
-t -t
winds of 0.5-t. 5 m sec and westerly winds of t. 0-2.0 m sec
were recorded during the haze conditions of 6 and 7 November,
respectively. Low level temperature profiles for both occurrences
exhibited features characteristic of that which would occur under dense
cloud cover. Surface temperatures exceeded low level air temperatures
throughout the night. The temperature structure at higher levels ranged
from near isothermal to superadiabatic on both occasions. Minimum
temperatures were observed on both nights at approximately 0430.
The minimum temperatures, however, were only i°C less than that
observed earlier at 2000. Dew point records for the two haze occurrences
followed similar trends.
Dew deposition was not extraordinary during the two haze episodes
-2
observed at Los Angeles. A total deposition of t40 g m of dew was
measured through approximately 0030 on 6 November. At approximately
00t5 the thin haze layer aloft (base estimated at 100-300 m) thickened
and obscured the moon. After this time, the previously deposited dew
began to evaporate. Total evaporation was not complete until 07t5.
On 7 November, the dense haze aloft (possibly cloud) formed much
earlier (at approximately 1800, 6 November) and prevented dew formation.
3. Microphysica! Characteristics of Dense Haze
Attempts were made with the gelatin sampler to obtain size distri-
butions of those particulates which were responsible for the visibility
restrictions observed during the three occurrences of dense haze. Exposure
times of 5to i5 sec were required to obtain statistically adequate collections
of those particles (droplets).
The droplet replicas (gelatinJ obtained in the dense haze situations
at both Los Angeles and Vandenberg exhibited a characteristic feature not
found in typical fog droplet replicas. Instead of the smooth moon-crater
Typical exposure times for fog drop samples are approximately 0.1-0.5 sec.
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appearance characteristic of normal droplet replicas, the replica
craters formed by the dense haze droplets were filled with foreign matter
and displayed an orange peel texture. The craters were similar in
appearance to those which are produced by salt solution droplets.
Apparently, the material left by the haze droplets was crystalline
residue of the original nucleus.
Surprisingly, relatively high concentrations of large droplets
were observed. Typically, calculated drop concentration ranged from
-3
t-4 cm and maximum observed drop size was t6-24 _m radius.
Drop-size distributions obtained in the dense haze situations at
Vandenberg and Los Angeles are presented in Figures 30 and 3t,
respectively.
As shown by the figures, the observed drop-size distributions are
strikingly similar. Note that the largest percentage of droplets was found
in the 4-8 _m radius range and that maximum observed drop size was
20 +4 _m radius.
Several minor differences are also apparent from the data.
Note that the drop spectra observed in the Los Angeles haze were
narrower and more sharply peaked at somewhat smaller sizes than that
of the Vandenberg haze. Note also that maximum observed drop sizes
were consistently greater in the Vandenberg haze.
Measurements of nucleus concentrations at varying degrees of
saturation were also obtained during the episodes of dense haze. The
few observations obtained are shown in Table IV. Note that, as always,
the highest nucleus concentrations were observed in Los Angeles.
Nucleus concentrations observed on 6 and 7 November, however, were
significantly lower than those observed during the Los Angeles radiation
fogs of 5 and 9 November and were similar to the averages shown in Table I.
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Table IV
Nucleus Concentrations Measured During
Three Occurrences of Dense Haze
Nucleus Concentrations (cm -3)
Haze C loud Aitken
Site/Date 95%RH i00%RH 0.3%S i. 0%S
VAN (t Oct) 40 70 .... 3000
LAX (6 Nov) Z00 250 800 3000 15,000
LAX (7 Nov) 3Z5 --- 900 1500 6000-I0,000
4. Discussion and Summary
During the field trips to Vandenberg and Los Angeles, three
occurrences of dense haze were observed: one at Vandenberg and two
at Los Angeles. The episodes of dense haze were characterized by
visibility restrictions of 4-i0 km and occurred under differing
meteorological conditions. Wind speed and direction, temperature,
cloud cover, and nucleus concentration differed on each occasion.
However, meteorological conditions were such that relative humidity
increased to approximately 90% (±5%). Deliquescence and growth of
hygroscopic particulates (both natural and man-made) to micron sizes
at high relative humidities were responsible for the observed visibility
restrictions.
F. NUCLEUS SURVEYS
In addition to in-fog measurements and routine observations of
nucleus concentration, several nucleus surveys were conducted in the
vicinity of Los Angeles and Vandenberg, California. The most informative
of these surveys were the result of nucleus observations made at various
distances inland from the Pacific shoreline. Data were obtained at
locations ranging from 50 m to 20 km inland on days when winds were
from the west at each of the coastal sites. Time and instrument problems
permitted only one downwind-inland profile at each site. These data are
shown in Figure 32 and compared with similar data obtained in February 1970
on the Pacific coast of Washington.
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Recognizing that these data represent only one set of measurements
at each site, we cannot make meaningful comparisons of absolute concen-
trations. However, the data indicate trends in the nucleus concentrations
which are thought to be representative of these areas. Note, for example,
that in the extremely clean, pollution-free areas of Vandenberg and the
Washington shoreline, nucleus concentrations at supersaturations <I. 0%
decrease with distance inland while the total particulate (Aitken) concen-
tration increases steadily downwind of the shoreline. It is likely that
the decreasing inland concentration of large haze and cloud nuclei is a
result of losses of some of the ocean-generated sea-salt nuclei. The
increase in the total (Aitken) particulate concentration, however, is
brought about by multiple land sources including those attributable to
human activitie s.
In Los Angeles, nuclei of all types were found to increase with
distance inland from the Pacific shoreline. Here the losses of sea-salt
nuclei were more than compensated for by the addition of nuclei from a
large number of inland sources that are common to the area. In addition,
the daily production of photochemical aerosol in the Los Angeles Basin
frequently results in an aged aerosol which is rich in effective haze and
cloud nuclei, as was the case in this particular survey.
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IV. A NUMERICAL MODEL OF ADVECTION FOG
A. INTRODUCTION
As part of this year's program effort, a two-dimensional numerical
model yeas developed to investigate the formation of advection fogs and their
dissipation by natural and artificial heating. The model predicts the evolution
of potential temperature, water vapor content, and liquid water content in a
vertical plane as determined by vertical turbulent transfer and horizontal
advection. The model utilizes a grid system consisting of an upward expanding
vertical grid with 55 grid levels through the first kilometer of the atmosphere,
and, horizontally, up to 40 grid Columns with variable spacing.
Starting from horizontally-uniform initial conditions, horizontal
discontinuities in the surface temperature are introduced and the finite-
difference equations of the model are integrated in time until the computed
solutions evolve to a steady state. In this manner, the model is designed to
simulate the formation or dissipation of advection fog as steady-state
processes driven by horizontal discontinuities in the surface temperature.
The two-dimensional advection fog model incorporates several
features of an earlier one-dimensional radiation fog model (Pili_ et al.,
1972) developed at CAL. The vertical exchange coefficients for turbulent
transfer depend upon height and predicted local stability, as well as two
parameters: friction velocity and roughness length. The influences of
infrared absorption and radiation by fog, and fog drop sedimentation are
also included in the model. It is also important to cite an analytical treat-
ment of advection fog formation in a classical paper by Rodhe (1962),
and the Fisher and Caplan (1963) demonstration of the feasibility of
simulating advection fog formation and dissipation by means of a numerical
model.
The physical and mathematical foundations of the numerical model
are presented in Section B. Documentation of the computer program for the
two-dimensional advection fog model is provided in Appendix A. In
Section C, results of preliminary numerical experiments on the formation
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and dissipation of warm-air advection fog are discussed. While the useful-
ness and basic capabilities of the two-dimensional advection fog model are
demonstrated, considerable potential for important research with the
model remains. Recommendations are presented in Section D for future
numerical modeling research which builds upon the ir_tial advection fog
model development and testing in the present study.
B. NUMERICAL MODEL
i. Major Assumptions
The following assumptions are adopted in the numerical modeling
study of advection fog:
a) The model is two-dimensional in the X-Z plane.
quantities are uniform in the Y direction.
All of the
b) The turbulent exchange coefficients for the vertical diffusion
of heat, water vapor, and liquid water are equal.
c) In the absence of fog, radiative flux divergence in the
atmosphere is neglected.
d) Supersaturated water vapor condenses instantaneously until
saturation is achieved. Liquid water in an unsaturated region evaporates
instantaneously until saturation is achieved or the liquid water is exhausted.
7. Equations
• List of Symbols
In order to avoid lengthy explanations in the text, a list of the most
important symbols employed will be given first:
T, 0
9
w'
k
temperature and potential temperature of air
water vapor mixing ratio
saturation mixing ratio
liquid water mixing ratio
height coordinate
subscript denoting k th vertical grid level
horizontal coordinate
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z_
d
P
Cp
O-
-p
/
k w
subscript denoting t" th horizontal grid column
time
superscript denoting _ th time step
horizontal wind speed
turbulent exchange coefficient for vertical transfer
density of air
specific heat of air at constant pressure
net upward flux of infrared radiation
Stefan- Boltzmann constant
air pressure
latent heat of condensation
mean terminal velocity of fog drops
mean mass absorption coefficient of fog for infrared radiation (cm2g -t)
gravitational constant
friction velocity
yon Karman constant = 0.4
• Major Equations
The equations employed in the model for the time rate change of
, water vapor mixing ratio _ , and liquid
are:
potential temperature
water mixing ratio h/
• Saturation Adjustment
The symbol C denotes a source function for condensation or
evaporation. In the actual model, the finite-difference approximations to
Eqs. (4) through (6) are integrated for a time step, neglecting condensation
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or evaporation. Then, the saturation adjustment procedure developed by
McDonald (1963} is applied to the new values of _ , _ , and _/ .
Taking into account the heating of the air by the release of latent heat of
condensation, supersaturated water vapor at a grid point is converted into
liquid water until saturation is achieved. Similarly, taking into account
the cooling of the air, liquid water at a grid point is evaporated into an
unsaturated vapor until saturation is achieved or the liquid water is
exhausted.
• Exchange Coefficients
As in an earlier radiation fog model (Pili4 et al., i97Z), the most
difficult area in the development of the advection fog model was in providing
realistic turbulent exchange coefficients for the vertical transfer of heat
and moisture over wide ranges of height and stability. The treatment of the
exchange coefficients adopted in the present model is based to a large extent
on that employed in the earlier model. In that formalism, the exchange
coefficients were assumed to be a function of the local stability, not just
the surface heat flux as in a constant flux layer. On the other hand, since
the horizontal wind is not a prognostic variable, the friction velocity _=_,
where _r is the shear stress, is treated as an input parameter in the
model.
It is assumed in the model that the exchange coefficients for heat,
water vapor, and liquid water are equal. The functional dependence of the
exchange coefficients upon local stability and height in the model is based
upon the so-called KEYPS formula (Lumley and Panofsky, i964)
; js=12- I (7)
for the dependence of non-dimensional wind shear
,S'- (8)
upon height X and the scaling length
(9)
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Here, g is the vertical heat flux and / is an empirical constant which
is assumed to be 14 after Lumley and Panofsky.
The KEYPS formula is an interpolation between free and forced
convection and has been shown to be in reasonable agreement with obser-
vations in the constant flux layer extending 10-100 meters above the surface,
where _" and /4 are approximately constant. Assuming that the
exchange coefficients for momentum and heat are equal and that H is the
local heat flux, the KEYPS formula yields an explicit relationship for the
exchange coefficients as a function of height and stability. In the present
fog model, this relationship is applied throughout the entire depth of the
model atmosphere.
By definition of the exchange coefficient for momentum /_ , the
non-dimensional wind shear can be written in the form
_Z
By definition of the exchange coefficient for heat _ , the vertical heat
flux is
_G
#;-ec dzP
Substituting this expression for /4
can be written
T
_G
into Eq. (9),
(II)
the scaling length
(i2)
Now substituting Eq. (10) and Eq. (12) into KEYPS formula,
asserting _ =A_= Af , we obtain
7- _ =I
Solving Eq. (13) for
/¢ = e__z{ /7_
&_ , we obtain the expression
Eq. (7), and
(13)
(14)
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used in the model for _ as a function of z , _O/dx_ •
parameter _ .
It can be verified that when T 7- _z £_) • < zr_"
reduces to the expression for a neutral atmosphere
and the
,' Eq. (i4)
k" = _z¢_ _ z (is)
In the limit 2" _ 2--_
it can be shown that
independent of z .
In the limit - 2" -_ 2___0C_z) "z
it can be shown that
> _ 2,_ "a occurring under stable cond:+ions,
(16)
>=- 2,c* occurring under unstable conditions,
_z _e] "/2 z).vz
(17)
where
model fogs are sufficiently close to the surface so that the ratio
be replaced by unity.
independent of r_*.
To permit the incorporation of a dependence upon roughness length
_'o into the values of _" near the surface, the height J was replaced
by the quantity _F +_'o) in Eq. (i4). Since the _t_ dependence for neutral
conditions (Eq. (i5)) prevails near the surface, regardless of stability, _"
now becomes I( = X-,_ _ [7 _ zo) , in agreement with velocity profiles
under neutral conditions {Lumley and Panofsky, 1964).
In a cloud or fog, a moist adiabatic lapse rate is neutrally stable
rather than a dry adiabatic lapse rate. Therefore, when _c is evaluated
in fog, =_/_z in Eq. (14) is replaced in the model by the expression
_- _-z ÷ (i8)
is the local moist adiabatic lapse rate. In practice, the
0/7- can
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In certain of the numerical experiments with the advection fog model,
the exchange coefficients were modified aloft according to the relationship
where _8
value obtained from Eq. (14) at height
model grid system near t km.
The criterion Z//_/K(_)
-z,t
is an estimated height of the constant flux layer,
, and %
0
is the top of the
(19)
is a
ten minutes, employed by
Sasamori (t970) in a boundary layer study, was applied in each vertical
column of the model at each time step to dynamically determine _
The objective of this modification was to eliminate an extreme discontinuity
in exchange coefficients which was produced in the original formalism at a
boundary between an unstable lower layer and a stable upper layer. This
type of discontinuity led to an overproduction of liquid water near the top of
a deep fog and accompanying problems in both the radiation and advection fog
models.
• Horizontal Advection
In the present model, the prognostic variables are advected by a
horizontal wind which may be uniform or vary in the vertical only according
to the logarithmic profile for neutral conditions
z.¢ .Z_ ( "?' + "a°) (20)u ('z) = T
The numerical experiments to be discussed are based on the logarithmic wind
profile shown in Table V, corresponding to _*-- ,'5 6_,¢ sec-land Zo= 7e_.
It should be noted, however, that provision has been made in the model to
allow the incorporation of an additional equation to predict the horizontal
wind _/(X,Z, t) without major programming changes.
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Table V
Horizontal Wind Profile
Z (m) U(m sec "I)
0 0
-2
I0 0.37
-i10 O. 86
t t.72
t0 2.59
t02 3.45
3
t0 4.3t
The horizontal advection terms in the differential Eqs. (4) through (6)
are approximated in the model by upstream differences which have the form
for _/t,/_ 2 0
When combined with forward time differencing,
scheme is computationally stable when
zlg
this finite - differ e nce
(2Z)
Thus, the maximum value of U
grid length z_X determine the maximum value of the time step
which the integration will be stable. If _a = -/._,_ _e¢ and
"_ Z_ dec.then A V' a _
The upstream differencing scheme has well-known pseudo-diffusive
properties (Molenkamp, t968), which can be expressed in terms of a
horizontal pseudo-diffusion coefficient
and the minimum value of the horizontal
# for
_g = lO0 _
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No unique value can be assigned _H in the model because d varies in
the vertical and nX varies in the horizontal in the expanding portions of
the horizontal grid. Above a few meters height, however, _/4 generally
exceeds 10 2 2 -l .m sec m the numerical experiments to be discussed. This
results in the rapid damping of short wave length disturbances in the
horizontal. While this property of the finite difference scheme would be
particularly unattractive in studies of transient solutions, it is not without
advantage in the study of forced, steady-state solutions, particularly if
the present model is generalized in the future by the incorporation of
prognostic fluid dynamic equations.
• Radiation
The treatment of radiation in the present model is designed to capture
the essence of physical processes while avoiding detailed radiative transfer
calculations. In the absence of fog, the radiative flux divergence ,_;_/_z
in Eq. (4) is assumed to be everywhere zero. The net upward flux of
infrared radiation at the surface _'(0) is assumed to be a constant fraction
/_ of the blackbody radiation at the surface temperature 7-(O), i.e.,
,n' (o) =/_ c,--T"' (,0)
The constant /_ is typically taken to be 0.25 (Sutton, t953), signifying that
the back radiation from the atmosphere is assumed to be 0.75 of the full
blackbody radiation from the surface.
In the presence of fog, a radiative flux divergence PR/gz resulting
from absorption and reradiation by the fog drops is introduced in Eq. (4).
Representing the influence of fog drops by a single spectrally-averaged
mass absorption coefficient /_ and neglecting temperature gradients
in the fog, the radiative flux at a height z in the fog is given by
_rc, , ,
- I. _ "_w-Pzf _(z'_) al ,"
_" (z) =.,s _- r *'(oJ e
(24)
(25)
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where
the radiation field has been approximated by using the diffusivity factor
i. 6 (Goody, t964). Differentiating with respect to z , the radiative flux
divergence at height z is given by
_ Z 6k_ z z
Z_ is the top of the fog and the effect of the angular dependence of
(Z6)
In the model, the integrals over _r are evaluated numerically.
In the Rayleigh limit _'/_ <<i, the absorption cross section of
water drops is proportional to _3 (Batten, i959). The results of Stephens
(i96i) show that spectrally-averaged absorption cross sections for black-
body radiation are virtually independent of temperature in the temperature
range of interest to this study, and approximately proportional to r _ for
drop sizes up to 7- = _,f Based upon these results of Stephens, a
mean mass absorption coefficient 8z = 1.5 ,_ 1o_c_ -1 was deduced and
was applied in the model.
This treatment of radiative transfer in a fog would not be a satis-
factory approximation for a fog which has a significant number of drops
with _ > i0 _m, since the spectrally-averaged absorption cross sections
for large drops are approximately proportional to _2 (Zdunkowski and
Nielsen, 1969), and scattering becomes increasingly important in the radi-
ative transfer as the drop sizes increase. It also should be noted that use
of a spectrally-averaged absorption coefficient for blackbody radiation is
less than accurate for the back radiation from the atmosphere, which is
deficient in the water vapor window near A = i0 _m. In spite of these short-
comings, this simple treatment provides a roughly quantitative simulation
of the reduction of the net upward radiation at the surface by fog and of the
accompanying radiative cooling of the fog.
• Terminal Velocity of Fog Drops
In the model, the sedimentation of the fog drops is simulated through
the mean terminal velocity _ in Eq. (6). Satisfactory results have been
achieved by assuming that the total drop concentration remains constant,
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rendering V_ a function of the local liquid water mixing ratio _/ only.
Under this assumption, V# is negligible until the liquid water content
approaches values observed in well-developed fogs.
The liquid water mixing ratio _ can be written
_=N_--: r (27)
where A: is the number of drops per unit volume, _' is the mean volume
radius of the drop-size distribution, p_, is the density of liquid water, and
,to is the air density. Eq. (27) can be solved for p and the result
substituted in the Stokes relationship (Fletcher, 1966)
for terminal velocity of water droplets under 20 _m in radius.
expression is
= 3".3 _ :o _ _._)z/j
-3
where N is number drops cm
Assuming a constant drop concentration
representative of coastal advection fogs (Jiusto,
to the expression
The resulting
_3
N= _Oc:_,,t , reasonably
t964), Eq. (29)reduces
(.29)
(30)
employed in the model. For a liquid water mixing ratio Pc"= 2.¥9 z x 10 " _/
corresponding to liquid water content of approximately O.._oF:n -_
Eq. (30) yields V# = /..5"c_-_ ..vet -I.
3. Initial Conditions
At each vertical grid level in the model, the initial values of the
prognostic variables e , _" , and _/ are uniform in the horizontal.
The model permits initialization with observed or theoretical vertical
distributions of O , 7" , and /4/ In the fog dissipation cases to be
discussed, for instance, the model was initialized with vertical distri-
butions predicted by the model in an earlier fog formation experiment.
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For testing purposes and fog formation studies, the model can be
initialized with certain idealized vertical distributions of the prognostic
variables. The initial distribution of potential temperature can be either
adiabatic ( 8--Co_e_ ) or isothermal { T= do_e_ ). The water vapor
mixing ratio _ can be initiated with a uniform distribution with height.
In fog formation studies, the liquid water mixing ratio _v' is initialized to
be zero everywhere.
4. Boundary Conditions
_r,_ 0 on waterAt the surface, a no flux boundary condition _-.__ 0 =
vapor mixing ratio was maintained in the numerical experiments to be dis-
cussed. The influences of alternative surface boundary conditions on _
such as saturation at the temperature of the surface, remain to be investi-
gated. The liquid water mixing ratio /_' was maintained equal zero at the
surface.
The basic objective in both the fog formation and fog dissipation
experiments with the present model was to study the response of the model
atmosphere to discontinuities in the surface temperature. Since the initial
condition is a uniform surface temperature, the surface temperature
discontinuities are introduced gradually over a ten-minute time period in
the cases to be discussed to avoid sudden pulsing of the model at the start
of the integration. The model has satisfactory handled temperature
discontinuities as large as 20°C when introduced over the first ten minutes
of an experiment. In principle, the model allows any structure of the sur-
face temperature to be introduced.
The upper boundary of the grid system at _ _ ! kilometer is assumed
to be an undisturbed level. There, the prognostic variables are maintained
equal to their uniform ( r w X ) initial values throughout a numerical
experiment.
At the upwind boundary of the grid system, the prognostic variables
remain unchanged from their initial values during an integration. At the
downwind boundary, however, the values of the prognostic variables are
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continually adjusted to be equal to their computed values in the adjacent
upwind column of the grid system. The only mechanism for the upwind
propagation of information in the present model is the pseudo-horizontal
diffusion introduced by the finite-difference approximation to the horizontal
advection terms. Nevertheless, it has been considered prudent to expand
the grid system sufficiently far downwind to prevent significant contami-
nation of the region of interest by any deleterious influences emanating from
the downwind boundary condition.
5. Computational Procedure
• Grid System
In the vertical grid employed in the model, the spacing between
adjacent grid levels expands upward from the surface. The expanding
grid system provides high resolution near the surface where the variables
of the model change rapidly with height and removes the upper boundary
from the region of primary change, without requiring a prohibitively large
number of grid levels. In the numerical experiments to be discussed,
55 grid levels have been employed with the grid spacing expanding upward
by a factor of 1.2 per level from an initial spacing of I cm between the first
grid level in the atmosphere and the surface. The upper boundary was
157 m above the next highest grid level and 943 m above the surface.
In the horizontal grid system, the grid expands both upwind and
downwind about an interior region with uniform grid spacing. Within the
limitation of a maximum of 40 horizontal grid columns, the model permits
great flexibility in specifying the horizontal grid parameters for different
applications. Numerical experiments on the artificial dissipation of advection
fog by surface heating, for example, were based on an interior region of
10 grid columns spaced I00 m apart, with ten column grids expanding both
upwind and downwind for approximately I0 kin. Here, as in other numerical
experiments to be discussed, the horizontal grid spacing expands by a factor
of 1.4 per grid column in the expanding regions.
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• Implicit Integration
Since the vertical grid has very fine grid spacing near the surface,
it was necessary to adopt an implicit treatment of the vertical diffusion
terms in the partial differential equations of the model (Eqs. (4) = (6))
in order to obtain computationally stable solutions using reasonably large
time steps.
Omitting the symbolic source term C for condensation, the fin_e-
difference equations employed in the model can be written in the form
,-""'-,.."__o, s,'"+ o"(K" _" _÷_) (32)
W-,r+r
-h/'_'_ _/../8_/_+. -- t,x / _- (33)
where )7 and -z+/ denote values known at the end of successive time
steps. Thus, the horizontal advection terms, the radiative flux divergen_ e
_Jr , the exchange coefficient /¢ , and the mean terminal velocity of the
_z
fog drops l/z, are computed from the known values of the prognostic
variables at the end of the previous time step _ . The prognostic variables
in the vertical diffusion terms and a/_v'l in the drop sedimentation term are the
new values to be determined at the end of time step
Denoting three adjacent vertical grid levels by /c+! , /< , and _-I ,
the finite=difference expressions in the model for vertical diffusion and
drop sedimentation terms in Eq. (33) are
-- 1 __ _ _(,C _ 8 al " +
a'z / + _'z - z-k.f z,___
IK _,.i,,,+I . t,f+7_ -h/,_,÷1 ,,,+I ,7
,', "._+I - ""_ J .)_ { _ - W(-r _/
, /_÷I V _ t./_+Iw "_'l )
The vertical diffusion terms in Eq. (3i) and gq. (32) are similar.
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Denoting a prognostic variable by _9 , we see l_qs. (3t) - (33) can
be placed in the general form
(35)
where , , , and _. are known quantities from the
previous time step. There is an equation of this type at each grid level /¢
for each of the prognostic variables In order to determine the _-z÷/•
this system of simultaneous linear equations must be solved. This is the
essence of implicit integration methods.
The general method of solution utilized in the model is based upon
the technique of Richtmyer (t957) and will not be discussed in detail here.
It is an efficient method which takes advantage of the specialized nature of
the equations. Basically, it involves scanning a grid column downward,
making use of the upper boundary value at the start to develop linear
relations between the _9_÷I, _ at adjacent grid levels, i.e.,
It can be shown that
_. _ _ C_. (37)
and
P" _ = Z_. -p F'_.+ / (38)
•4" iS,__ ",z
._ R/< %ti
with the starting values _'g:_ = O and = QA_ at the upper boundary
( _ = _£ ). Then, starting with the boundary value at the surface, the
grid column is scanned upward using the previously determined linear
relations (Eq. (36)) to successively determine all the Q_+I
9o
This implicit integration scheme has proven computationally stable
for time steps up to 60 sec under stable and unstable thermal stratification,
both in the presence and absence of fog. In this regard, the finite-difference
approximation to the vertical diffusion terms in the present model is superior
to that used in an earlier radiation fog model (Pilid et al., 1972) which had
poor stability characteristics under unstable thermal stratification.
• Summary of Computational Sequence
Suppose that all the prognostic and diagnostic variables are known at
the end of the _z'h time step. The(_z+l)d,_ time step of the integration is
accomplished in the following manner:
(1) Since the upstream differencing in the horizontal advection terms
(see Eq. (2t) _ does not depend upon values of the variables downwind of a
grid column, the integration is started in the grid column just upwind of the
downwind boundary.
(2} Starting from the invariant boundary values at the upper boundary,
the implicit integration is initiated by proceeding down the grid column to
_t2
the first grid level above the surface ( ]¢= ! ), computing the _ _and _ _a_
for _ , _ , and /¢'
(3) If a distribution of surface temperatures is being gradually intro-
duced, the surface temperature is updated. Using the relationship
= A',R'/ . _ 4- F! o
and the no-flux boundary condition
boundary value
;,z÷f _t÷f
= T' , a new surface
0 !
is computed.
o I- .E_'_
I
(40}
_t.-f ;"Z,' !
(4) Starting with the surface boundary values 8 o = T ,
o o
and /4/o':+1= O , the new values of e_Zz+! , _,_4/ , and 1_ 7*÷I
are computed by proceeding up the grid column using the previously deter-
mined linear relations (Eq. (36)). At each grid level _ , the temperature
9t
7_'I is computed from _ 3÷! If necessary, a saturation adjust-
ment is performed on the values of _÷! , _z _+! , and >F_ ÷I
to account for condensation or evaporation, and an adjusted value of O_ _z÷!
is computed. Then, new values of the diagnostic variables are computed
including the exchange coefficients _÷I and the integrals over Wz _!
for the ra_ _ative flux divergence. When the vertical scan is completed,
an adjusted value _ _I= _ _._I is computed.
!
{5) Steps (2) through {4) are repeated for each grid column, working
upwind toward the upwind boundary.
16) The values of the prognostic variables on the downwind boundary are
updated to equal their computed values in the adjacent upwind grid column.
This completes the time step.
C. RESULTS
I. Introduction
As previously stated, the aim of the modeling effort was to initiate
dev_ _opment of _ two-dimensional numerical model capable investigating
advection fog formation and dissipation. This goal was achieved and the
capabilities and potentialities of the resulting model are presented in this
section. Detailed comparisons between model results and observations
cannot be made until more extensive field data are acquired, both for
verifyin_ initial model conditions and for comparison with model results.
Preliminary comparisons are therefore confined to general fog character-
istics such as depth and liquid water content. In the discussion which
follows, the capabilities of the model are delineated in terms of formation,
,_tural dissipation, and artificial dissipation of advection fog.
£. Formation of Advection Fog
The model can produce fog of reasonable depth and liquid water con-
tent from the advection of moist air over a cold surface. Figure 33 shows
an example of the predicted distribution of liquid water content in a fog
formed by advecting air with a t°C surface dew point depression over a
9Z
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3°C temperature drop at the surface. All simulations used the wind profile
shown in Table V (p. 87). The fog top height of t 50 m is not unrealistic at this
distance downwind from the surface temperature discontinuity. Taylor (t917)
shows advection fog with tops of t00 and 200 m, but both values are fog fogs
which had a lifetime of the order of a couple of days.
In general, the liquid water values predicted by the model are also
-3
realistic. Okita (t962) shows a maximum value of 0.7 g m and an average
-3
value of 0.5 g m for a dense advection-radiation fog. By comparison,
considering the small temperature difference and the relatively short time
-3
elapsed, the predicted values of 0.2 to 0.3 g m are reasonable. The
maximum liquid water contents at the surface appear to be a consequence of
the no-flux surface boundary condition on water vapor maintained during
the numerical simulation. The secondary maximum in liquid water near
t00 m is associated with the development of a maximum in radiati_onal cooling
near the fog top after the fog depth exceeds a few tens of meters. In addition
to the surface cooling, the radiational cooling maximum provides a driving
force for fog formation.
Figure 34 shows the vertical profile of radiational cooling as a func-
tion of horizontal distance for the fog distribution in Figure 33. The profiles
from 0.0 to 6.9 km show a maximum value of cooling at t0 cm, with the
cooling extending to progressively higher levels as the fog depth increases.
At 9.8 km and beyond, the profiles show a shift of the maximum cooling to
the top of the fog as the fog depth reaches 100 m. Beyond 9.8 kin, the
cooling at the surface progressively decreases, essentially vanishing as the
-3
fog develops liquid water content near 0.2 g m over its entire t00 m depth.
This ability of the model to simulate radiational cooling behavior as a func-
tion of a developing fog makes it a powerful tool for studying problems of
advective fog formation.
Of the other parameters which this model handles, temperature,
eddy heat flux, and turbulent exchange coefficients show interesting features
which deserve brief discussion. Profiles of these quantities at t9.8 kin,
selected from the simulation shown in Figures 33 and 34, are presented in
Figure 35 and represent conditions in a fully developed fog.
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The exchange coefficients were determined by the formalism of
Eq. (i4) except that they were multiplied by the factor exp _- _l/l_'o,_to
provide a decrease in the coefficients aloft. However, in this case, with
such a large U_(_Oc_.,z ,pea-') , the exchange coefficients behave as-if the
stability were neutral (see Eq. (t5)).
where, because of the steep inversion,
height through some 70 m.
One exception is near the fog top
K is essentially constant with
the fog top.
unrealistic,
structure.
The temperature profile shows the expected inverted profile through
the fog and then a stronger inversion above the fog top. The inversion
through the fog is weak for a number of reasons. First, the model has a
large temperature jump from the surface value to the value at the first
atmospheric level (I cm), about 0.75°C in this simulation; secondly, the
large A_ smooths out the temperature profile; and finally, the radiational
cooling at the fog top drives the upper temperatures down toward the surface
temperature. For comparison, the profile at 1.4 kin, where the fog is
only 3 m deep and the primary influence is cooling from the surface, shows
a steeper temperature inversion.
The eddy heat flux profile shows a constant flux region up to i0 m
and then a disturbed profile associated with the temperature and _' structure
at the fog top. In the model, eddy flux in fog depends on the sum of the
temperature gradient and the moist adiabatic lapse rate (Eq. i8) so that
the region of slight decrease in temperature near the fog top produces a
decrease in eddy flux up to 75 m rather than a change in sign. The large
peak in eddy heat flux at i27 m is associatedwith the sharp inversion near
Though the sharpness and intensity of these distributions may be
they show the model's ability to respond to internally developing
As mentioned previously, this simulation used a fairly large U _ ,
a value chosen in order to quickly obtain a deep fog. The accompanying
values undoubtedly affect the realism of the predicted profiles, especially
the temperature profile. More realistic profiles are possible with smaller U _,
but the simulations would require longer computer time to obtain the deep fog.
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3. Natural Dissipation of Advection Fog
An example of the predicted distribution of liquid water content in
the natural dissipation of an advection fog is shown in Figure 36. In this
-3
case, a Z00 m deep fog with liquid water contents in the range 0.25-0.3 g m
advects over a 5°C temperature rise at the surface. It is seen that the fog is
completely dissipated in slightly over 8 km. These data represent fog
conditions after three hours of real time and comparison with earlier
output shows that this is a quasi-steady state. Considering the warm sur-
face as land, the inland extent of the fog seems reasonable, as does the
variation of the lower fog boundary with distance from the coast.
The upward movement of the fog top during dissipation is apparently
produced by the increase in exchange coefficients which accompanies the
development of an unstable temperature stratification over the warm sur-
face. The formalism for I< used in this simulation was that discussed in
connection with Eq. (19), with L/ _= /_'C_ ¢¢C, -f. The feature introduced by
Eq. (19) was designed to eliminate an extreme discontinuity in exchange
coefficients, which was produced by Eq. (14) at a boundary between an
unstable lower layer and a stable upper layer. This type of discontinuity led
to an overproduction of liquid water near the top of a deep fog.
The predicted evolution of the exchange coefficients for the fog
dissipation in Figure 36 is shown in Figure 37 along with the corresponding
temperature profiles. As the temperature inversion in the unmodified fog
gives way to an increasingly unstable temperature stratification over the
warm surface, /d increases at all levels above 10 m and the height of
the maximum value increases. While there is evidence of some artificiality
in the vertical distributions of Af , the general behavior of the model was
significantly improved by the modification to exchange coefficients discussed
above, as is seen by the absence of very large liquid water values.
It is important to note that the values of the exchange coefficients
near the surface are nearly the same in the three distributions because
these values are largely determined by U _ and _o , which are fixed
parameters in the present model. In reality, the value of U _ at the
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surface should increase as the temperature stratification becomes unstable
because of a coupling between the momentum exchange coefficients and the
horizontal wind profile.
The profiles in Figure 37 show the capability of the model to provide
a response of _ to the changing temperature profile. This capability is
particularly useful for studying fog dissipation whose behavior is sensitive
to the structure and evolution of
/ks an example of the dependence of fog dissipation behavior on the
structure, we present Figure 38, which shows the liquid water content
field for the same simulation as shown in Figure 36, except that the
profile was invariant and given by
x: o z (4t)
as shown in Figure 37. The difference between these two fog dissipations is
obvious: one completely dissipates and the other lifts and forms a fog
deck with a base at 50 m and a thickness of Z00 m. This result is even
more striking since the liquid water content values upwind of the heated region
are higher in the completely dissipated case.
Reference to Figure 37 shows that the value of the invariant /4 is
everywhere less than the variable _:'.- value for X=_.5_,t, and less below
40 m for W= f. 2 _e • Obviously, in the invariant _ case, the turbulent
transfer is less and thus the heat transfer from the surface into the fog is
less. This condition is verified by Figure 39, which shows the profile of
eddy heat flux for the two cases. The profile for the invariant R" case
shows an essentially steady decrease of the heat flux up into the fog,
whereas in the complete dissipation case the magnitude of the heat flux
reaches its maximum value within the fog. Consequently, in the former
case the horizontal advection and other processes are able to supply liquid
water to the upper levels faster than the heating from below can destroy it.
This situation is present in the dissipation of coastal advection fogs during
morning hours; fog movement over a warmer surface is not necessarily
sufficient for complete dissipation; the heat from the surface must be
distributed throughout the fog.
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4. Artificial Dissipation of Advection Fog i
An example of the artificial dissipation of an advection fog by
heating is shown in Figure 40. Here, a 300 m wide zone at the surface is
maintained 20°C warmer than the surface upstream and downstream of the
heated zone. Although the region where complete evaporation of the fog is
predicted is only about 17 m high and extends about 800 m downwind, the
region of significant fog modification is considerably larger. The total
heat input to the atmosphere from the heated zone is approximately
-l
2.5 x 104 cal sec per meter of length normal to the wind. This is roughly
a factor of eight less than the maximum design heating capacity to achieve
clearing to a height of 60 m in upcoming AFCRL fog dissipation experi-
ments scheduled for July 1972 at Vandenberg, California.
It should be noted, however, that the effects of the artificial dissipation
might be significantly greater if superimposed upon a naturally dissipating
advection fog. In the present case, active fog forming processes cause the
fog to completely re-form downwind of the heated zone. Furthermore,
fluid dynamic motions produced by buoyancy forces, which are completely
neglected in the present model, would undoubtedly produce a considerably
greater vertical extent of the region of significant fog dissipation.
D. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The basic capabilities of an initial two-dimensional model to simu-
late both the formation and dissipation of advection fog have been demonstrated.
As with all numerical modeling studies, the question arises as to whether
future numerical modeling research should be devoted to the further develop-
ment of the model by the incorporation of additional physical processes or
to a full exploitation of the capabilities of the present model with only modest
improvements to the modeling framework. It is our belief that important
information about the formation and natural dissipation of advection fog can
be gained by pursuing the latter alternative.
To fully exploit the capabilities of the present model, a systematic
study of influences of the initial conditions, the boundary conditions, and the
important physical parameters upon the predicted results sheuld be carried
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out. Within the framework of such a study, the model could easily be
improved by incorporating a prognostic equation for the horizontal wind
taking into account the vertical flux of horizontal momentum. The
exchange coefficients would respond in a realistic manner to the predicted
wind shears and temperature gradients through the Richardson number,
eliminating U* as a parameter in the model. The feasibility of such a
modification has already been demonstrated in preliminary experiments
with a one-dimensional radiation fog model. In addition, formation of
warm air advection fogs over the ocean and steam fogs, where the surface
is at or near saturation, could be studied with saturation at the surface
temperature as the model's surface boundary condition on water vapor content.
While the sensitivity analysis approach is presently preferred for
studying fog formation and natural dissipation, the eventual acquisition of
more complete and up-to-date data on artificial dissipation of advection
fogs by heating techniques will subsequently require a more sophisticated
model. Building upon the present advection fog model, a major model
development would incorporate complete fluid dynamics into a two-dimensional
advection fog model, including vertical advection and the effects of buoyancy
forces on the vertical wind velocities. The result would be a powerful model
capable of treating advection fogs in a sea breeze-land breeze system, as
well as providing much more realistic simulations of the artificial dissipation
of advection fogs by heating techniques.
t.06
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APPENDIX A
PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION
I. INTRODUCTION
The program documentation provided in this Appendix is separated
into several related parts. Within the introduction the essential features of
the program are described together with a discussion of some model
capabilities. The remainder of the documentation includes a brief discussion
of the control which can be exercised over the program in order to study
particular features of advection fog (Part II), a listing and definition of
variable- and constant-names used in the program (Part III), a description
of input cards (Part IV), a page of sample output (Part V), and finally, a
listing of the computer program with appropriate comment cards (Part VI).
This presentation is designed to allow others to make the program accom-
plish their desired aims with a minimum expenditure of learning time.
The program described here provides a tool fop studying both the
formation and dissipation of advection fogs in the vertical (X-Z) plane.
In the discussion which follows, quantities which occur in the computer
program are capitalized; those that are input quantities are underlined.
The model contains advection by the horizontal wind (U) and vertical
turbulent diffusion, which produce changes in the dependent variables,
potential temperature (PT), water vapor mixing ratio (R), and liquid water
mixing ratio (W). Other physical processes which affect these variables
are radiational cooling (COOL), provided by vertical divergence of long
wave radiative flux (HR), and gravitational sedimentation of the fog drops.
The model can describe the evolution of the fields of PT, R, and W
from a variety of initial conditions, subject to the imposed upper and lower
boundary conditions. The latter represents the earth's surface, either land
or ocean, at which PT is constrained to be equal to the surface temperature.
The surface temperature can take on many desired configurations along the
X-axis. In addition, at the lower boundary W is set equal to zero, and R
it0
undergoes no vertical flux. Values of PT, R, and W at the upper boundary
are maintained equal to their initial values. At the upwind boundary, the
dependent variables are maintained equal to their initial values. At the
downwind boundary, however, the dependent variables are continually
adjusted to equal their computed value in the adjacent upwind grid column.
Within each time step (DT____._,the PT, W, and R fields are changed by
the simulated processes° in accordance with the boundary conditions_ by an
implicit integration scheme. The temperature (T) field is then diagnosed from
the PT field. The occurrence of any condensation or evaporation is thus
accounted for by a local saturation adjustment of T, R, and W. The PT
field is then recovered from the adjusted T field. From these final fields,
the diagnostic variables, turbulent exchange coefficient (KA), total water
below a height (Z) in a column (INT), and specific heat of saturated air (CPT)
are computed and stored for use in taking the next time step.
Output occurs when the total time elapsed (TIME) at the end of a set
of time steps equals the print time (PRT). Printout of the fields of vertical
eddy heat flux (HC), T, R, liquid water content, dew point depression, HR,
and COOL, in that order, is provided. Integration then continues, with
output occurring at PRT equal to integer multiples of output time (OT__._),until
program termination at the ending time (ET_..__).
II. CONTROL OF PROGRAM
Flexibility of the program to investigate various aspects of advection
fog formation and dissipation rests with the way the configuration of the pro-
gram can be changed through specification of input data and control indices.
These quantities fall into the following categories:
a} time parameters
b} grid spacing and configuration in the vertical and horizontal
c_ input parameters controlling which physical processes operate
and their magnitude, and the initial values of the dependent variables
d} boundary conditions on temperature and water vapor at the earth's
surface boundary
e_ options for printout
iii
/
A. Time
The basic time variable is the length of the time step DT, which can
be changed to insure computational stability, and control running time on the
computer. Additional time variables are OT, for multiples of which the
program prints out, and ET, which is the total meteorological time the
program is to run.
B. Grid Spacing
The vertical grid is composed of (K___E)levels (up to a maximum of 60)
with the space between adjacent levels expanding based on the height of the
first level (ZAL) above the earth's surface and an expansion factor (ZAK).
The horizontal grid is composed of (I__E_E)columns (up to a maximum
of 407. IE can be specified as any number greater than two and < 40, except
that printout is conveniently grouped in units of ten columns per page. The
horizontal grid is basically specified by (DELX) which is the uniform spacing
between columns in that portion of the grid located between (I__L_L)and (I__RR),
the (It-values of the left and right boundaries of the region of uniform grid
spacing. Outside these limits, the grid spacing expands to the upwind and
downwind grid limits with the size of spacing controlled by the expansion
factor (XAI) and DELX. In the output, negative X's indicate columns
located upwind of the uniformly spaced grid and positive values label the
uniform portion and columns in the downwind expanding portion.
C. Initial Values
If ISED = I and IRAD = I, sedimentation and radiational cooling,
respectively, are included in the model; if ISED and IRAD _ l, then the
processes are excluded.
PT, W, R, and U can be initialized to be uniform everywhere having
values (PTI), (ZERO), (R__II),and (U__II)when the corresponding control indices
(IPT, IW, IRR, and IU) = 0. If IPT = -l, then the temperature profile is
isothermal with a value of (TP) and the corresponding initial PT is computed
from the hydrostatic relationship. If IPT, IRR, and IW all = l, the
corresponding variables are uniform in X,and T, R, and liquid water content
If2
are read from a card listing for K = i,... , KE; the prognostic variables
PT and W must then be computed. Temperature and liquid water content are
used as input parameters for fog dissipation studies since they are the output
quantities from fog formation simulations with the model. If IU _ O, then
U is an adiabatic profile at all columns, using friction velocity (UV) and
roughness length (ZO__). For this condition, U__I is set equal to zero because
of its role in labeling the output.
D. Boundary Values
The boundary condition on the surface potential temperature is cdn-
trolled by the index (IDTEM). If IDTEM = 0, then (DTEM(I) 7, the surface
temperature change being investigated (negative for advection fog formation,
positive for dissipation) equals 0.0. If IDTEM = i, then DTEM(I) is
uniformly equal to (DTEIVtl) between (ITEIVIL) and (ITEMR), the left and
right I-boundaries of this warmer or colder region. If IDTEM = -I, ther
DTEIvI(1) is read from a card list for all I's except I = I and LE. In all these
cases, DTEM(1) is introduced gradually to avoid pulsing the integration.
The length of time over which DTEIVI(I) is introduced is equal to (TIM_____).
If (IRSFC) = 0, then a boundary condition of no vertical flux is
imposed on R at the surface. At present, IRSFC takes on no other values
than zero, but it is included so that the model can operate with other boundary
conditions after further model development.
Conditions at the upstream boundary remain unchanged throughout
the integration, while conditions at the downstream boundary are set equal
to those at the adjacent column at the end of each time step.
E. Output
Output from the program is controlled by tk ._ main program and
performed by a print subroutine (PRNT). For variables in storage, a call
of PRNT, with the proper arguments, accomplishes the output. For vari-
ables not in storage, the values are computed in the main program and
stored in a dummy storage location called HC, and output occurs by calling
PRNT with HC as an argument. If (IP) = 0, then the output of HR and COOL
can be eliminated.
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The print subroutine prints ten data columns per page for each out-
put quantity, along with documentary vertical and horizontal distance
information. Each column covers the "entire vertical extent of the grid.
Logic in the program provides for printing only IE columns of data when IE
is less than 40 and an integer multiple of t0. in addition, the first page
identifies the output variable, output time, and other selected information
which identifies the simulation.
F. Units
Internally, the program operates in cgs units, except that when
heat is an explicit unit it is expressed in calories. Two input parameters
-l
are not in cgs units: UI is specified in m sec and DELX in meters.
G. Computational Requirements
The program has been written in Fortran and run on an IBM 370/165
digital computer under OS MVT Release 20.1. Approximately 138 K bytes
of core storage were required for execution of the program. CPU time
requirements for execution of the program depend upon the ratio ET/DT,
the total number of grid points (IE) x (KE), and the amount of output
specified. In addition, more computations per time step are required in
fog than in non-fog regions.
The primary limitation on the maximum time step (DT) that should be
employed is the computational stability criterion,
U'DT (1)
< I,
DE LX
for the integration of the horizontal advection terms. It is advisable,
however, to restrict DT < 60 seconds, even when condition (1) can be
satisfied by a larger DT, in order to avoid serious truncation errors and/or
computational instabilities in the vertical integrations.
An example of the CPU time requirements for execution of the pro-
gram is a natural fog dissipation experiment in which KE = 55, IE = 20,
and DT = 60 seconds. Approximately 59 seconds of CPU time were required
to simulate three hours of meteorological time, with output at the end of each
hour.
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III. LIST OF COMPUTER VARIABLES
The following list of variables is not arranged in alphabetical order,
but rather variables of a common type or variables which are concerned
with a given program operation are listed together.
A. Grid Specification
I. Vertical Grid
K = index for vertical grid
KE = number of vertical levels
KN = KE - 1
ZA(K) -- vertical coordinate at level K
DZA(K) = grid spacing between level K and K - 1
ZAL = height of lowest vertical grid point in the atmosphere
ZAK = expansion factor in the vertical
2. Horizontal Grid
I = index for horizontal grid
IE = number of horizontal columns
IN: IE - i
X(I) = horizontal coordinate at column I
DX(I) = grid spacing between columns I and I - t
DELX = uniform X-spacing
IL = leftmost grid point of unexpanded grid
IR = rightmost grid point of unexpanded grid
XAI = expansion factor in the horizontal
B. Variables
1. Prggnostic
PT(I,K) = potential temperature
R(I, K) = water vapor mixing ratio
W(I, K) = liquid water mixing ratio
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Z. Diagnostic
T(I,K) = temperature
KA(I,K) = turbulent exchange coefficient
INT(I,K) = total liquid water below level K
CPT(I,K) = specific heat of moist air
3. Non-time Dependent
P(K) = pressure
U(I,K) = horizontal wind speed
4. Working Variables
PR(K)
Z(K)
DZ(K)
C. Variable Initialization
RI = initial water vapor mixing ratio
PTI = initial potential temperature
TP = input temperature for pressure computation and isothermal
initial condition
UI = uniform wind speed input
DTEM(I) = surface temperature difference, final minus initial
TIM = time interval over which DTEM(I) is introduced
DTEMI = input value of DTEM(I)
ITEML'_
ITEMR)
IDTEM I
IPT
= left and right I-limits on non-zero,
uniform DTEM(I)
= 0 DTEM(I) = 0.0
= t DTEM(I) = DTEMI between ITEML and ITEMR,
and equals zero elsewhere
= -I DTEM(1) = LIST
t000 K
= -t PT(I,K) = TP(_) , isothermal
= 0 PT(I,K) PTI, adiabatic
= t T(I, I4) = LIST
I16
= o R(I.K) = RIIRR
= i R(I,K) = LIST
: 0 W(l, K): 0
IW
= I W(I,K) = LIST
: 0 U(I,K): UIIU
: 1 U(I,K) = 2. S UV In (
Z +
Z
O
Z
o)
D. Integration
i. Implicit Integration Scheme
Implicit integration factors for PT, R, W,
#
and U ,
e,g,_ EPT and FPT.
Z. Physical Process Control
ISED = i sedimentation
no sedimentation
IRAD = i radiational cooling
no radiational cooling
3. Surface Boundary Conditions
(i) Potential temperature
IF (TIME LE TIM) PT (I, i) = PT (i, i) + DTEM(1) TIME/TIM
IF (TIME GT TIM) PT (I, i) = PT (i, i) + DTEM(I}
(ii) Water vapor mixing ratio
IF IRSFC = 0 R(I,i) = R(I,Z)
(iii) Liquid water mixing ratio
W(I,i) = 0.0
(iv) Horizontal velocity
u(I,i) = o.o
$Although the present model has no capability for predicting the U-field,
provision has been made for this further development by presently including
EU and FU in the variables.
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4. Time
DT = time step
TIME = time into integration
PRT = time of outpat
OT = output time interval
ET = ending time of integration
E. Output
HC = vertical, eddy heat flux, cal cm
-3
Liquid water content, g m
Dew point depression, °C
2 -i
EX = turbulent exchange coefficient, cm sec
-2 -i
HR = net radiative flux, cal cm rain (positive upward}
COOL = rate of radiative cooling, °C hr -i
IP = 0 No HR and COOL output provided.
IP _ 0 HR and COOL output provided.
FMTH = format for height and variable information on a page for
HC, R, dew point depression, liquid water content, EX,
HR, COOL
FMTT = format for height and temperature information on a page
-2 -i
min (negative downward}
F. Constants
I. Physical
L = latent heat of condensation for water vapor
DEN = density of air
CP = specific heat of dry air at constant pressure
G = gravitational constant
RA = gas constant for dry air
RW = gas constant for water vapor
SIGMA = Stefan-Boltzman constant
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Z. Variable
KW -- mean mass absorption coefficient of fog for infrared radiation (cm 2
RF -- fraction of surface black body radiation used as net upward infrared
flux through upper boundary
UF -- friction velocity used for computing KA
ZO - roughness length
UV = friction velocity used for computing U (I, K)
CV - sedimentation constant
P(i) - surface pressure
3. Working Constants
CR
CC
CI
CH
CK
CS
CL
g-l)
SAMPLESETOF INPUTCARDS
A. TIME VARIABLE CONSTANTS, TEMPERATURE AND WIND INPUT (2 cards)
2.00[91 3.0E+2 1.90E+3 6.00[+2 2.50[-1 2.50E+_1 2.99E+2 1.00[90 2.00E+l 1.50[+1 _, i ,I, ii ,!, ,,,i ,+mi i,.1. • i+m_ ii- ,,+,ira. _i _" i_" i.,,, .. i,.mii-.m,,,i++= ii-b,, i,.=,, ii,.m,, i-_, ii,+m ,+ira. ii-+I /
DT OT ET "riM RF I KW I TP Z3 / DT!
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GENERAL PURPOSE - 20 FIELD
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39999999111999
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7777!7777177771
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999919999,9999I
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0.0
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1111111111111]1111
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] I i I GENERAL PURPOSE - 20 FIELD_
_S S S!SS S S!6S Ssrs ss _6 ss s!s5 s _,E6S 6 S!SS_IS S S 6S S S I 66GII666E
'7 II tl 2g 21 22 _ ;4 25 ;6 2_ ?_Iz_ )0 31 32011 34 )5 )6 )7 )1 )9 40 91912 11 44 45 4_ 917,11 41 50 _: 57 5) _4 55 5 _ 51 51 $ psi 12 1,3 I,
77777777777 '1777777777777777777771;" °777'771.7 7_t777
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Iil111 I 1111I 1 11
2222!2222122221
33331333313333!
i4444444414444144441
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B. CONTROL INDEX CARD (1 card)
///E I I I I I 0 I I I
IPTI]RR I]W h SEOI|RA_RSF(_ [U IDTEM IP /
2222222222222222722212222222_229:22222229r72222222222 2222292 n222222:_279',E222:1222:
I i ,44441444444444444_444414444!4444444,1444414444;444444441_44 4444444 1444 444,1444,i444,!444_
5555',5555559555555555155551555515555_5555!9555:555555551555 i5555555 ,,_._ 555 55551555_!5551
I I
,,7,,,,777,77,77,,,7,777,,7,,,,,,,,,,,,,,+,,7,,7,,77,:........................" ...... ......'"°:'1 7 97 7'................,,,77'1737+ ' .... 777' ,7,,
!!_+'_8_!_88_!_!!!8_!9_9!!01!!!_'!!!!,!_!!!!_!!!9!n!!!!!I_!! _!s!asBs!!s!!l,ass _18_! '888 !888
i91999919999999999999990999! 999999q999999990999999S_99 _9999_999999_1999 li999:999 19999,
,,'| _ i151011,:'+_11 ,'_l|_P I 5 0 i,i I 7 _lq _ ' :111 5 ,' ' :0'1 , 49154_47':_9,0' 5:1:]51%5_13 L2_9_0,_5 &:l, :-'1:_: 11697,1 _ p,'_, 75 iJ;; ?_:_::!
i20
C. GRID SPECIFICATION CARD (1 card)
I 1.000(÷0 "0.200(+0 1.400(+0 30 55 11 20 12 14 10O. "_
i|l$4II YII N I I_ m I Illl Illl NiT I _lm II |47 I WIll I all illl IiI li7 In _1_ _I_
""I'"'I'"'I""I'"'I'"'I""" 1""1""1""i/
4444i4444i4444i444444441144411444i44441444 1144414444141441444414444t144II4444 il4414444i444414444t|
l L I _ l L I GfNtlAL PUIPOSE- 20 FILD I / I I / 1 } t /
Slii!iililililiiiiill ilittliillliiliilillililliiill,_iliitilillitliit,lllt iiillililli_i]iiS_l/
777717777_7777777' 7777t777717777177771777777777771117711,177777777777 17111777177771777711
,,,,,,,.,i. ,,,,,,,,i,,,i,,,,,,,,!,,,,,,,,J,,,,!,,,l,,,,
__sl__!_"_l_'_:_9'_',s_"'_i '_ _"_"_s_!l
D. OUTPUT FORMATS (2 cards)
/ (1t4 [11.3, 10El_.3) _
I I
,,,,,,,,"""'"""'"'"'"'"'" '"' '"' "'l""l"' '"' '"' '"1,,,,,,,,!,,,-,-I
I /
22221222212222t22222222122212221222_!22_ 222_1222 12212222!222 1;:2 _222 722122222222122221
, _ )41 _ i 1 II, 1, tl Jill3 II _ I t, II It )! ."I 21 Ill4:5 II _? lll_ _l _, _,)l _ /, )ll lit ,l 4_ ,Ill i .1 ll_ _4 :, _l_t4 _ il M _4,, iI El II ,, i 11 Mill _ #i l:. .... tilt? ,l ,I I _
33331311313333131113333111_I1133i3133113] 1]]]133l 3331133i1333 II$"ll3]l i33!3333333|3333t
444414444144441444444444444i,444!_:44i14: 444' ,444 _4411t4_4_444 i444 1444 ,,,I,,4,,,,4!44,41
_l_l_l_l_l_s_l_l_'- _s_l_J_l_ 1555i555 _s_l_s_ls_!
' / t GENERAL PURPOSE - 20 FIELD I [ I II 1
.I
6166tlililitlSlifSfitiiiiilli.SiiSilillitt_f_ttlltiilliSlS,ilf ;Ill lfil iSIIIiIiI|iIII66
7777777717777f7777_._,_ 777777777777177777777!7777777717777777777711 , I L " I 777717777777777777777771
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\ ,,
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IllllllIlllIII1 Illlllllllllllllllll Illllllllllllllllllll I1111111 Illlllllllllll
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E. PROGNOSTIC VARIABLE INPUT, UNIFORM WITH HEIGHT (1 card)
_22
F. VARIABLE INPUT, NON-UNIFORM WITH HEIGHT
1. TEMPERATURE (8 VERTICAL GRID POINTS PER CARD)
/ 2_.16 2<35.99 295. _ 2¢J6.02 296.05 296.09 296.10 296.12 _
222]2222221122222 22
,, 3.',,,, ,p ,.,. ,,,,,.,+,+t_.,,,_+,,_++-_p+.:
555 ,_ 55115t,_ _i,55555 S|5551.5555155 II
7777!7777!777)777717877777777771,__,-+__+,-+._t 7]sBl_ollmn+lrasl itlbl_Hi_
m o_ 0o_+too-ii+IOooo[_o+O_l+++_joo oloono oooloooo{olooloo+
_i ;I_ _I_I_!__ l_i_l_ll__I_ _ ___i_i__ll_;_I____I_1_
444,14,44t ,41,,,41,44J4444!44,41444,,, 1 444!,,414,,144,4
.+5 ..... ;.... _tbl_ , _ I I , 555(5555;5555
GmN[mA_ pumPosm +o +_+toj /
I+ii 5T6655i5_ 6;B 5 S 6'S sm655 s 65 s 5141146 E S6616616656 +lSS 661666
...... t.............. !.......+,.......,,,.......I........................ I........'....... I.......
7 77 7177 + 717 7 77 7 7 7 7+77 7 7j7 7 7 7+7 7 7 7j7 7 7 I 7 7 7 7 7 7 7177 7 7 7 7 7 7+,77 7 7
,,,,l,,,i,,,,f,,,,,,,i,,,,t,,,i,,,, ,,,i,,,i,,,,l,,,i,n,,
m,J 9,)!99 9 +h)9 :+9 _ _ 9 + 9,_ +c+ 9 9 9 9_.i+ 9 9 .)9 9 9 . 9 99 9 9,99 9 91_9 9 s'9 + 9 9
J
2. WATER VAPOR MIXING RATIO (8 VERTICAL GRID POINTS PER CARD)
3. LIQUID WATER CONTENT (8 VERTICAL GRID POINTS PER CARD)
.O00E O0 .355E O0 .321E O0 .311E O0 .30IE O0 .2._2E O0 .2._6 or.( .27._E Or_=_
/ r+___l +:_.+ ,14 +++ +_ +++.;+-'m++ ,+']r.,+444_.+,,+_:+.+P+,_++r,:_m++++:o ++,+_++,,++_,_+, ;_+_-,_
i23
V. SAMPLE OF MODEL OUTPUT, FIRST PAGE OF THREE-PAGE OUTPUT
tZ4
Z,T.
0
8
m
..a
m,
,4" *
. o
1 I
,r
I
?
Q
. T
O" I 4t _I" e_I C; CP _.
[
I
! i I __ !
c'r_ccCe_e:ooce¢ oe, c dod c_cgo_ o_ g d _C d _
t • • • • • • * o • o • • , • oroc)_-cc_ cccc_cr cc, mOmcc,c o Cccr,:Occ _r_oc_
c"
c_cc_oc _ cc f c_coo,c c c'c_ cc)c_c cc_oci_ c c'c r cce'ccmc?_c _,r_r rcc_ ¢- ¢', c r r
c_ 0 c.,iO o 0 _ 0 c_iC_ oo o 00 _0 CamoC'_ _c _ c-. c_,r_Oc c
I
oggggddg ................ d_dd_gdg!gdgdd"oo_ooiooc= o_o_ o_ odg/_.gggq, dggggjdddJ
i
r._O0 COe._ OOC_OC 0000 _00 C._ 0000000000000 OC.C _0 _C- _ _000_ C O_ 00_ 00
t25
VI. FORTRAN LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAM WITH COMMENT CARDS
iZ6
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Tt_}-DIMENSIONAL ADVECTION FOG MODEL
STEADY STATE MODEL
CORNELL AERO. LAB. INC. MAY 1972 M.J.EADIE AND C.M. ROGERS
10
REAL_'+I
C ONNON
1
2
3
+l
5
6
KAt INTtKMtL
PT(+lOtbOl tRl+lO,bO).kl(60t60) .UK4OtbOl tT(¢Ot6OltKAf4OtbC) lt
INT (+lO,6Ol •CPT (+lOtbOI .HC(+tOt 60)t X(40),DX(401 ,DTEM(6C+) •
PlbOI tZA(bO),DZAIbO),EPT|bO)tFPT(bOI,ER(bOItFR(bOItEM(bO)t
FM(bO).EU(bOI,FU(bO)vZI6OI,DZ(bO|ePRIbO),L,DENtCPtGeRAtRM,
SIGMAtT IME,DT.T IM,UF,RF, KM,ZO,CVtUI,DTEMI t ZAKt XA! ,DELXtCC,
CHIC| tCK,CL eCR,CS tUU,
KE.KN. IEt [Ne IL,IR.| SED, [RAD t I RSFC tlOTEMtl TEMLtITFNRt [P
DIMENS|ON FMTH(III,FNTT(I|)
PHYSICAL CONSTANTS
L=592.
DEN"I.23E-3
CP-.2+lO
G=gBo. 6
RA,,.0686
RM=.IIO2
SIGIqA-I.35SE-12
CV-+lO0.
UV=I5.
P(I|-lOOO.
DATA INPUT
READ(StlOOOtENI)=600) DT.OT.ET,TIMtRF.KMtTPtZO.DTEMItUFtUI
READ(Se11001 IPTe|RRtlMeISEDtIRADtIRSFCeIUelDTEMtIP
READ(Se1200) ZALtZAKtXAI tIE,KEtILe|ReITEML. ITENR, OELX
READISt1205) FMTHeFNTT
DATA LISTING
WRITE (6.2000)
MRI TE ( 6,2 ItDO|
WRITE ( 6, 2200)
DT, OT. ET, TIM tRF, KM, TPt ZO.DTEMI. UF, UI
IPTeIRR,I Me |SEOt IRAD.IRSFCe IU, IDTEN, IP
ZAL .ZAKeXA I • |E eKE • lLelRtI TEML t I TEMRt r)ELX
NORKING CONSTANT DEFINITION
CR_uKN_RF_S IGNA/CP
CC=. 622_1L4_4_2 ) I(CF_RA)
C [,,KklIq)EN/2.
CH_ ( L_t2 | IRM
CK'.._UF
CS-G/+l. 186EeT
UU"2, SUF_4_2
IN',IE-I
KN,,K E-1
VERTICAL GRID SPECIFICATION
ZA(II=O.O
ZA(2I=ZAL
DZA(2IuZAL
_Z7
20
DO ZO K=3,KE
O/AIKIz(1.+ZAKIeDZA(K-LI
ZAIK )=ZA(K-L )+DZA(K I
HORIZONTAL GRID SPECIFICATION
DO 30 I=[L,IR
30 X( I 1=( [-ILIeDELX
II=IR+I
00 31 I=II,IE
3] X( ] )=X( I-I I+XA! e(X(l- I)-X(l-Z) I
IF(IL .EO. I) GO TO 33
II"IL-I
DO 32 [Z=l,II
I=11-12+1
32 Xil)sXII+II-XAI*(X(I+2)-X(I+I}}
33 DO 35 I=2,IE
35 DX( I)=X( I)-X( I-1 )
60
61
VARIABLE INITIALIZATION
READ(5,1300) RI,PTI
WRITE(6t2300) RI,PTI
TP=TP÷. 16
PTI=PTI+. 16
W(I,I)=O.O
A-UNIFROM WITH HEIGHT
00 60 [=ItIE
DO 60 K=I,KE
IF(IU .EQ. O) U(I,K)=U[
IF(IN .EQ. O) W(I,K)=O.O
[F([RR .EQ. O) R([tK)=R[
IF(IPT .EQ. O) PYII,KI=PTI
IF([ .EQ. 11 P(K)=IOOOoeEXP(-G*ZA(K)/(6.186E+7W_RA*TP))
B- ISOTHERHAL
IFIIPT .EO. -11PT(I,K)=TP*((LOOO./PIKI)**.286)
CONTINUE
C-VARIABLE LIST
IF(IPT .EQ.
IF(IRR .EQ.
IF(IN .EQ. 1
[FIIPT .EQ.
IF(IRR ,EQ.
IFIIW .EQ. 1
IF(IU ,EQ, O
1) READ(5,14OOI ( T(I,KItK=ltKE)
1) READ(5,,15OO) (R(ItK),K=ItKE)
) READ(StI500) (W(ltKI,K=I,KE)
1) WRITE(6,2400) ( T(IIK),K=I,KE)
1) WRITE(6.ZSOO| (R(ltK)tK=ItKE)
) WRITE(6t2500) (W(ItKI,K=I,KE)
) Oq_ TO 60
D-ADIABATIC U-PROFILE
DO 61 KzltKE
U(I,K)=Z.5eUV_ALOG((ZA(K)÷ZO)/ZO)
DO 62 I=Z,IE
DO 62 K=I,KE
t28
C
C
C
C
C
C
**2 UI! ,KI:=U(ltK)
IFIIPT .EQ. 11 GO TO 65
GO TO 60
PT AND W FROM VARIABLE LIST
65 DO 47 K=ltKE
PTIItKI=TI1,KI_(I[OOO.IPIK))_.2B6)
67 M(ItK|-MIItK|/II;OE_beOENI
INITIALI_ATION ALL COLUMNS
5O
60
O0 SO l=2tlE
00 SO K:|,RE
PT( I tKI'PTI ! tK)
R( ltK)-R( ltK)
MI I,K)sMI I•K)
CONTINUE
65
70
79
8O
[NITIAL|ZATIONtEXCHANGE COEFFICIENT• INTEGRATED LIQUID WATER,_,N9
SPECIFIC HEAT OF MOIST AIR
z K]E)=Z + zA( )+ i))/z.ZA(KE-
INTi le 1)'0. 0
TIlt1 )=PT( 1• 1 )
DO 80 K"2tKE
Z(KIsZO4F( ZAIK )eZA(K-l) )IZ.
PRiK |" (IO00./P(K) |e_.266
DZIK)"(I.+ZAK/2. )_IDZAIK)ee2)
T( ItK)"PT(I•K)/PR|K)
IF(M(I•K) .GT. 0.0) GO TO 65
CPT( I •K| =4CP
S='( PT| ll•K )-PT( I•K-1D )/I)ZA(K)
GO TO 70
CPT(1 •K)sCP+CHI'RSF(T (! tK) •PiK| )liTiI•K )**Z)
S:,,( T( ItK)-T(1•K-1) )/OZA(K)4'CS/CPT(| tK)
SSsCLtS_Z IK ) i,l,2
iF|SS .GE. IO0._UU) KA(I•K)-UU/(Z.SSQRT(14.*G_S/PT(I•I)) I
|FISS .LT. IO0.1qJU) KAIl•K)=.StZiK|WSQRT((-SS4"SORTISS_24.UU'I_*__.))I2
t.i
IF(IZiKI_2I/(4._KA(I,K)) .LT. bO0.) GO TO 7q
KA( ltK |=KA(I•KK)_'( (ZIKE)-Z(K))l(Z I KF I-Z( KKI ) I_w2
GO TO 80
KK"K
INTI|•Ki =INT(I,K-II*KM_OENe(WIleKI_M(I•K-1)I_DZAIK)I?.
,CPTII ,1 )"CPT II •2 )
KA( I,II'KA( lt2i
INITIALIZATION ALL COLUNNS
81
00 81 I'2,1E
DO 81 K'I,KE
IF(R .EQ. 11 MII,K)=O-O
Y I I,K )'TI I,K I
CPTI I tK)=CPTII,K |
KA( I ,K)-KAI 1 ,KI
INTI |,K 1= [NTI I,K )
INITIALIZATION OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
_Z9
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
85
00 85 l=ItlN
IFIIDTEM .EQ. O) OTEM([I=O,O
[F(IDTF_M .EQ. II DTEM(II=DTEMI
|F(IIDTEE .EQ. 11 ,,AND° (I oLT,
IFI(IDTEN ,EQ, l) ,,AND, (I °GT.
IFCIDTEM ,EQ. -11 READIStl6001
IFIEDTEM ,EQ, -Z) HRITE(6t2_OOD
CONT INU E
UPPER BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR
EPT (KE)=O .0
FPT(KE) =PT(I tKE|
ER( KE )=0.0
FR(KE)=R( lIKE !
EM(KE) =0, 0
FWIKE)=WIItKE)
OUTPUT TIME tEND TIHEt AND TIME
T I ME=O. 0
PRT=OT
90 IF(TIME .LT.
PRT= T IM E÷OT
GO TO 200
95 IF(TIME .GE.
T INE=T I_E÷DT
CALL STEP
GO TO 90
200 CONT INUE
PRT) GO T_ 95
ET) GO TO 10
ITEML)) OTEM(I)=O.O
I_EMR)) DTFM(I)=O.O
(DTEH(IltI=2t[N!
(OTEM(II,I=2BIN)
IMPL[CIT [NTFGRATINN
STEP CON'r ROL
OUTPUT
EDDY HEAT FLUX OUTPUT
300 MRITE(6t3000)
DO 3ll I=I,IE
DO 310 K=ZtKN
IF(CPT(ItK) .LE. CP) HC(ItK)=-OEN*CPe((KA(ItK|+KA([tK+I)I/_.)*(PT(
IItKet)-PT(ItK-I)I/(ZA(K+I)-ZA(K-I))*60.
31O IF(CPT(ItK) °GT. CP) HC(ItK)=-OEN*CPT(ItKIt(((KA(I,K)÷KA(i,K÷L))/Z
I.)_((T( I.K÷I)-T(ItK-II)/(ZA(K+I)-Z&(K-I)I+CS/CPT([tK)))*63.
HC(I,1I=-OEN_CK_(.5÷ZOtnZA(2)tt(CP_(PT(It2)-PT([tl))I*_ r.
HC(ItKE)'HC(ItKN)
311 CONTINUE
CALL PRNT(HCtFMTH)
TEMPERATURE OUTPUT
MRI TE ( 6, 3100)
CALL PANT (Tt FHTT)
MIXING RATIO OUTPUT
MRITEI6t 3200 I
CALL PRNT ( RtFIqTHI
LIQUID WATER CC]NTENT OUTPUT
_30
C
C
C
C
C
C
315
318
320
330
34O
350
_OO
1000
1100
WRITE(bt33001
O0 315 l:"lt IE
DO 315 K"ItKE
HC( IrK IffiDEN*N( I tK lel. OE#'6
CALL PRNT (HCf FMTHI
,OEW POINT DEPRESSION OUTPUT
WRITEI6t3400|
DO 320 IsltIE
DO 320 KfltKE
DEH POINT DEPRESSION COMPUTATION
E.'PIK I'R( | tK)l i .6246S÷R(IlK) )
T I:.T(IrK)
O0 318 N_lt3
R SIRSF( TI tP( KI I
E SaP( KI 4'RSI (, 62465+R SI
EEt El ES
TI,.TI4' ( TI-35.86)* ALOGI EE II 1 T.2693q
HC( ItK I"TI It KI-T1
CALL PRNT IHCt FMTHI
TURBULENT EXCHANGE COEFFICIENT OUTPUT
WRITEI6t3SOOI
DO 331 I'lolE
DO 330 K_2tKN
EXuIKAII,KI÷KAIItK_IIII2.
HCIltKIffiEX
HCIItII=HCIIt21
HC(ItKFI=HC(ItKNI
C_LL PRNTIHCtFqTHI
IFIIP .tO. OI GO TO 95
RADIATIVE FLUX OUTPUT
WRITE(b, 36001
00 360 [ffil,lF
00 360 KfI,KE
HRuRF*SIGMA*I TI I • 11**4)*FXPI-INT( I •KEI,INT( I •K) 1,60.
HCII•KIffiHR
CALL PRNT (HCtFMTHI
RADIATIVE COOLING RATE OUTPUT
WRITEI6•3700)
DO 3SO lffiltlE
DO 350 K=I,KE
COOL--36OO. eWI_eKI*KW*RFeSIGNA*ITII,11**41*KXPI-INTlI,K_I_INTII,K)
IIICPTII•K)
HC(ltKIuCnOL
CALL PRNT(HC•FMTH)
GO TO 95
S TOP
FORMATIIOE8.2 / -2PF6.11
FORMAT(ql S)
t.3t
1200
1205
[300
1600
1500
2000
2100
2200
2300
2600
2500
3000
3100
3200
3300
3600
3500
3600
3700
FORMAT (3EIO.3t615,-2PF6.O)
FORMAT(II A61I I A6I
FORMAT( _E 10.3)
FORMAT (8F10.2)
FORMAT(BEIO. 3)
FORMAT(IH1t///I,6OX, IOHINPUT DATA_I/,IHC,[OF[_. _,-2PF',.1 )
FORMAT (IHO,9IS)
FORMAT (lHOt3E10.3 t615 t-2 PF6 .(_)
FORMAT ( |HOt 4E LO. 3 )
FORMAT (IHO,BF10.2)
FORMAT( IHOtBE I O. 3)
FORMAT(27HtEDDY FLUX IN CALICM'_,_2 MINI/I)
FORMAT(21H1TEMPERATURE IN DEG K/I/)
FORMAT(ZOHIMIXING RATIO IN G/G///)
FORMATI31H|LIQUID WATER Cr]NTENT IN GIMt*_Illl
FORNAT(3OH1DEW POINT DEPRESSION IN DEG C///)
FORMAT(46HITURBULENT EXCHANGF COEFFICIENT IN
FORMAT(3IHtRADIATIVE FLUX IN CALICMe_=ZMIN/II)
FORMAT(3ONIRADIATIVF CO(1LING IN DEG CIHR///)
ENO
CM**21SFCIII)
I0
INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE
INTEGRATE ONE TIME STEP AND COMPUTE NEW PRDGNO%TIC C DIAGNUSTI_
VARIABLES
SUBROUTINE STEP
REAL_=6 KAt INTtKW,L
COMMON PT(60,60)tR(40,60)tW(40,60),U(60t60),TI4r',6 n) ,KA(;(_,6C) ,
1 INT(;O t60) ,CPT (40,6') I tHC (40,60 It X (40) t DX (/*C), F)TFM(6") ,
2 P(60) _ZA(60) tDZA(60) I. EPT(60)tFPT(60) _ER(6'_)I, FR(6 ),FW(6 ''_),
3 FW (60) tEU (60) _ FU(60) t Z(60)t DZ (60) tPR (60) ,L .DFN.CP .G tP.^,nW,
6 SIGMAtTIMEtDTtTIMtUFtRFtKW,ZOtCVtUI,DTEqI,IAK,X_I,r)EI Xt'._,
CHtC( tCKtCL tCR tC S_UUt
6 KEtKNt IE,IN, IL, IR, ISED, IRAD, IRSFC,IDTEM. ITFMI .ITFMR.IP
UPWIND DO LOOP OVER HnRIZONTAL GRID SYSTEM
00 BO M=Z.IN
I= I N÷2-M
DOWNWARD DO LOOP OVER VERTICAL GRID SYSTFM TO SFT UP IMPLICIT
INTEGRATION
DO 20 N=2,KN
K=KN÷2-N
00"DT/DZ(K)
A=DO_KA(ItK÷t)/(I.÷ZAK)
AW=A
C=ODeKA(ItK)
CW=C
IFIISED .NE.t) _n TO 10
DROP SEDIMENTATION
DS= CV'I'DD'I'DZ A ( K )/2.
AW,'AW+DS* ( W( I ,K+I ) _,1'.667 )
CW=CW-DS*( W( I ,K- 1)**. 667)
8=1 .÷A÷C
132
C
C
C
C
B8=Z.-B
DPT=PTII,KIoUII,K)$IPTII,K)-PT( I-|,K))I_OT/OX(Ii
RADIATIONAL COOLING
IF((IRAO .EQ. 11 .AND. [W(I,K) .GT. O°O)I nPT=r)pT-rR*w(I,K)$(_T(I,
11)$$_)_XP(-INT(I ,KF)_INT( I ,K) I sPR|K)$OT
DM - MIIIKI-UIItKIII NII,K)- ItII-],KII¢OT/DXIIi
DR =. RIIpK)-U(IIK)$( R(I,KI- R(I-I,K))$DT/nX([)
EPT (K)=C/(EP&$FPT(K+I) I
ER(K|=Cll B--ASER (K_I))
EW( K I=£Wl I B-AklSEMI K÷ ILl I
FPT IK)- (DPT.t.ASFPT (K4.I) I SFPT (K I IC
FR(K|=IDR÷ASFRIK÷I IISFR(K)/C
FM(K )'(OM÷AklSFM(K÷ 1) ISEM(KI ICM
ZO CONTINUE
C
C UPDATE SURFACE BOUNDARY CONDITION
C
IF(TINE °LE. TIN) PT(I,I)=PT(ItII+OTEtq(I)$TIqF/TIM
IF(TINE .LE. TIN) TII,II=mT(I,I)
IFIIRSFC .EQ. O) RII,I)=FRIZI/II.-ERIZI)
C
C UPMARO DO LOOP OVER VERTICAL GRID
C AND DIAGNOSTIr VARIABLES
C
INT( I. 1)=0.0
DO 70 K,.2tKE
IF(K .EQ. KE) GO TO 60
PT! I,K )_=EPT( KISPT( I tK-I) eFPT(Ki
RI I,KI=ER (K) IR(I tK-I | ÷FR (K)
M( I tKI:EM| KISM(:I tK-I |_FM(KI
C
C CONPUTE TENPERATURE
C
TII.KI=PT(ItKI/PR(KI
C
C SATURATION ADJUSTIMENT
C
RS=RSF(T ( IrK )tP( K ) )
IF((RII,K) .LIE. RS| .AN{}. (li(l,K) .LE. C.8|) G'I T3 6n
DR=(R(I,K |-RS)/(t.+CCSRS/( T( I ,K) $$Z) )
]F(R(hK) .GT. RS| GI1 Trl 3£t
IF(-OR .LE. M(I,K)) G(_ TO 30
DR=-M ( I eK |
30 T ( I .KI=T I It K leDR_ILICP
PT( I ,KI :T( I tKISPR(K)
R(ItKI--R(I ,K I-DR
M(IIKI=M{ [eK)eOR
C
C CONPUTE NEM VALUES OF INTt CPTt AND KA
C
40 IFIH(I_K) .LT. 0.0) M(ltK)=O.O
INT( ItK)=INT(I .K-I)'I'CI'I'(M( I _K! +N( [ tK-I ) ) *OZAIK)
IFIMIItKI .GT. 0.0| GO TO 50
CPTI I tKI =CP
S=(PT( I ,K |-PT(I ,K-11 I IDZA! K)
GO TO 60
50 CPT(ItKI=CP_CHSRSFIT(I,KItP(KII/(T(ItK)$$2)
$=(T( I tK)-T(I,K-|) I IDZA ( KI ÷CS/CPTI ItK)
SYSTEM TO COMPUTE NEW _I_TIC
i33
C
C
C
C
60
69
70
8O
9O
450
SS,,CLeSeZ (K)*i2
[FIS$ .GE. [OO.*UU| KA(ItKI=UUI(Z.*SQRT(14.1G*SIPT(l,III)
IF(SS .|To tOD°*UU) KA(I,K)=.4*Z(K)ISQRT((-SS÷SQRT(SS_'_2÷ULI 'k_2))/:'
°)
|F((Z(K)*I2II(4.eKA(ItKI) .LT° (_0_.) GO Tf_ 6q
KA(iIKI=KA(EIKK)*((Z(KF)-Z(K) I/(Z(KE)-Z(KK)))**2
GO TO 70
KK,,,K
CONT ! NUE
UPDATE SURFACE BOUNDARY CONnITI_N ON R AFTER SATURATION AnJU%TM_NT
IF(IRSFC .EQ. O) RIlt1I=R([12)
CONT [NUE
UPDATE DOMNMIND BOUNDARY CONDITION
DO 90 K=I eKE
PT( IE IK )=PT(INIK)
t_(IE*KI=RIINIK)
W( [E,K)=M(INIK)
KA( [EtK) =KA([N,K)
T ( IE,K )"T ( IN, K)
CPT(IEIKI=CPTIINiK)
|NT(|ELK) =|NT(]NtK)
CONT[NUE
RETURN
END
PRINT SUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE PRNT(OIFORN)
REAL*6
COMMON
1
2
3
6
5
6
DI MENS iON
KAIINTtKMIL
PT(6Ot6O) tR160tbOllN(40,60) iU(60,60)•T(4 _IbC'I,KA(40,6,'),
[NT(¢Ot6OIiCPT(kOI&OI,,HC(40160) •X(40),,DX(60).OTEM(4 _),
P(60)IZA(60),DZA(6t'))tEPT(60)tFPT(bn)IER(60),FR(b"),r-N(_ )i
FM(60) iEU(60)iFU(60) iZ(OO),nZ(60),PR(60)_,L,,DFNICP,GtqA,_at
S IGRAiT 1HELOT iTIq•UF •RF• KN, ZD,CVtUI iDTEMI iZAK,X& ! ,,DLLX ,,E_,
CHIC| *CK,CL tCRtCS IUUl
KE IKNt [E l|Ne[ L tERil SEDI[ RAOt I RSFC, [ DTFNt I TFNL t YTI- MR, | _)
0(60160 ) l FORM( | | )
OUTPUT DOCUMENTATION
MRITE(6t4OOO) TINEtDTENI•UIIUFtITENLiITE_4R
PAGE I COLUMNS 1-10
MRITEI6e6|O0)
DO 650 J=IIKE
K=KE-J+|
MRITE(6oFORN)
I X( l I ll'l llO)
ZAIKI l(O( [ •KI ,l=l lIOI
]FILE .LT. 11) GO Tn 690
PAGE 2 COLUIqNS 11-20
MR! TE 16,4105) IXlllii=ttt2O)
134
CC
C
C
460
DO 460 J:'|tKF-
K=KE-J+I
WR|TE( 6t FoRIq) ZA(K) e(O(I IK| _I=Llt20)
|F(IE .LT. 21) GO TO 49_
PAGE 3 COLUqNS 2t-30
470
MRITEIbt41051
DO 4TO JsitKE
K=KE-J+I
MR! TE (6,FORM)
(X( I | ,I,,21,30)
ZAIKI,IOII,KItI=21,301
|F(IE .LT. 3|) GO TO 490
PAGE 4 COLUqNS 31-lE
48O
MRI TE(6,41051
DO 680 J=ltKE
K=KE-J+I
NRITE(6,FORM)
(X(I) ,l=3I tIE)
ZAfK)t(O(ItK|t|=3|t|E)
490 CONT [ NUE
4000 FORNATi 61tOTIIqE = ,F7.0t4H SEC ,6X,hHOTEM[=,FS. ! ,?H Kt6X, _-HLI T=, -_ oft,. !
|tbH N/SEC,6Xt3HUF=,OPFk. OtTH CN/SI_Et2Xt6H[TFML=,[2w2Xt_,-ZT_q_--,I__)
4100 FORNAT(].HOtbHX(KNJ=tbXttO(-SPF[2.21 / 1H ,3X, SHZiCIq))
4105 FORNAT(XH|t6HX(KM)=t6XtlO(-SPF|2.2) / IH 9?,X,SHZ(CM))
RETURN
ENO
C
C
C
C
C
SATURATION MIXING RATIO AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPER6THRF _ A_D
PRE SSURF 6
FUNCTION RSF(A,B)
E S"6.1078*EXPfIT.26939*(A-273.16)/(A-35.86))
RSFt.62665*ES/(B-ES)
RETURN
ENO
DATA CARDS
2.00E÷1 _r.OOE+2 1.80E+3 6.00F+2 2.50F-1
0.0
[ 1 1 1 | 0 t I
I.O00E+O O.200E+O 1.400E÷O 30 55
(IH Ell. 3,10E12.31
(lN Ell.3t 10F12.2)
1.01_E-2 2.880E+2
TEMPFRATURE
1
11 ?C 12 14 I_'.
285.16 285.98 285.9R 286.02 286._5 286.,_8 ZRF,.I_
286.14 286.17 286.18 286.20 286._2 _86.24 PA_.,'_
286.30 286.32 286.33 286.35 286.37 2R6._R _q,)._
286.43 286.46 286.66 2R6._T 286.48 286.49 2A_.5 _
286.52 286.52 286.53 286.52 286.52 2n_.51 ?n6._"
286.65 286.42 2R6.3R 286.35 2_.76 ZR7.43 ;RT._q
287.90 288.00 288.08 288.08 288._8 2Bq._ _a.l_
l,S"r,|
_TI4
",,pc,. _I
_7. _I
135
MATER VAPOR NIXING RATI_
,9 _I_HE-02 ,934E-02 o939E-02 . q_IE-02 ,943E-02 .944E-02 .946E-'_? .c_7F-_?
,9_9E-02 ,950E-02 ,951E-02 .953E-02 .q54E-02 .955F-02 .9_6r-02 .9_7E-'_2
o99qE-02 ° 960E-02 ,961E-02 .962E-02 ,963 F-02 .964E-02 .965F-_2 . q6_F- ";_
.967E-02 o968E-02 ,969E- 02 .970F-02 ,971E-02 . q72E-O? .97_E-:_2 .-_74_- _?
°975E-02 .975E-02 o976E-02 °976E-02 .977F-02 o 977E-02 .977E-._2 .qTTF-_
.977E-02 .976E-02 • 976E-02 • 9THE-02 .101 E-O] , ! DI E-C)I .1_1K-_1 .[_IF- _1
• 101E-01 .101E--01 .101E-01 • 1ORE-01 , lOrE-n! , lClE-n! .101F-?!
LIQUIO MATER CONTENT
.O00E O0 .35SE 00 .321E O0 .311E O0 .301E OO .292E o_ .286 en .?TQr _
.272E 00 .26SE 00 .259E O0 .254E O0 .247E O0 .?47E OO .Z_SE _ .?_gP ),
.186E 00 .182E O0 ,178E O0 ,175E O0 .172E CO .169E OC .168F _- .l"7E _e
.1671E O0 .168E 00 o170E O0 ,174E O0 °180E O_ .188E O0 .199F _ .?I_F _
• 23|E O0 .2S2E O0 .278E O0 ,299E O0 .187E-02 .O00E _ .OC;gE _; -_r _"
,000E O0 .000E O0 .O00E _0 .O00E O0 .OOOE O0 ._E _n .o_er _
t36
